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Abstract

Human mobility plays a major role in the spread of communicable diseases.

Remote Indigenous populations in Australia tend to have a higher risk of

communicable diseases, and although high levels of mobility at the household,

community and regional scale are prevalent in these communities, limited

data are available on the movement patterns of these populations. This

project is motivated by the need to understand and model human mobility

in rural regions when hampered by imperfect data, and aims to develop a

robust methodology with techniques incorporated to address missing data

and integrate multiple sources of data.

In this study, I introduce numerous innovations to shed light on imperfect

movement data. I applied Generalised Linear Mixed E↵ects Modelling

(GLMM) for longitudinal data to understand the long- and medium-term

mobility in Indigenous communities. I used Multiple Imputation by Chained

Equations (MICE) to address the missing data and Two Sample Two Stage

Least Squares (TSTSLS) estimation to combine two data sets with di↵erent

variables. The significance of this project is that it creates new knowledge

for modelling human mobility with longitudinal data and making inferences

based on imperfect data from multiple sources. This knowledge could be

e↵ectively used to understand human mobility which could be applied in real

world situations such as infectious disease surveillance and control.
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1. Introduction1

1.1 Background2

Human mobility refers to the movement of individuals or groups of individuals3

over di↵erent geographical and time scales (Barbosa et al., 2018). Human4

mobility is important for many applications such as infrastructure planning,5

tra�c control and infectious disease control to identify and plan how many6

people will use related services, how people will be interacting with each7

other and how movement and contact of individuals will impact disease8

transmission. Identifying the pattern of how people move in short, medium9

and long-term time scales is a challenging task due to di�culties in obtaining10

data (Song et al., 2010). If accurate mobility patterns could be predicted,11

policymakers can make better-informed decisions on applications such as12

controlling an outbreak of disease.13

Two factors make mobility di�cult to understand. One factor is data on14

human movement are not readily available and often costly to obtain. The15

intention to travel varies based on individual need – for employment, educa-16

tion, family relationship, entertainment, health or any other general activity.17

Multiple data sources such as mobile phone data, census data, social media18

data, travel details or currency note tracking are used to identify mobility19

pattern which captures di↵erent intentions to travel. But all these data sets20

have their limitations and selecting one of them will not accurately describe21

the travel pattern of the population. For example, if mobile phone data are22

selected, not everyone in a population would own a mobile phone (Rennie23
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et al., 2013) and if census data are selected, in Australia, it partially captures24

the movement pattern for selected intentions such as the journey to work but25

does not give the overall picture on mobility.26

The second factor is that the data sources which are available are not complete27

in most situations with missing data. Specifically, rural regions have very28

sparse data on human mobility. Some longitudinal studies (Sayers et al.,29

2003) collect location as part of the study which can be used to identify30

mobility, however, data collected with the objective of identifying mobility is31

sparse and costly particularly in rural regions.32

Models are useful in simulating and understanding real world systems (Ford,33

2009). Mobility models have been used to understand and predict movement34

or travel behaviour of species, and humans (Carey, 1858; Milne, Fermanis,35

and Johnston, 2008; Simini et al., 2012; Maarel and Sykes, 1997), movement36

of particle compounds (Ellmer, 2001) and in mobile and cellular device37

simulations (Klaassen, 1992; Camp, Boleng, and Davies, 2002). Two main38

classes of model that are used to describe human mobility are population39

level and individual level models depending on whether they predict mobility40

patterns at the population or individual level. Key examples of these models,41

their advantages, limitations and requirement of data are discussed in chapter42

2.43

In this thesis I address these challenges, using remote Indigenous communities44

of Northern Territory, Australia as a case study. Longitudinal data, including45

mobility data, was collected from this region as part of two previous studies46

Aboriginal Birth Cohort Study (Sayers et al., 2003) and NintiOne (Dockery47

and Colquhoun, 2012) data set and Australian census data are used which are48

in di↵erent time scales, with di↵erent intentions to travel and with missing49

data. Utilising the existing resources to understand mobility for regions50

like Northern Territory would not only help public health agencies to make51

decisions on control measures but would also contribute to other policymaking52

decisions such as infrastructure development and economic planning. The53

study by Mangal et al. (2016) has used human mobility models to forecast54
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the districts which have a high risk of poliovirus transmission in Nigeria so55

that planning and policy decisions such as the feasibility of stopping the56

outbreak by immunising only in neighbouring districts could be made. This57

study relies on assumptions of a mechanistic model rather than empirical58

data. Thus, understanding mobility for the rural area would contribute to59

applications such as prevention and management of infectious diseases.60

In this study, I focus on the implications of the findings of rural mobility from61

an infectious disease point of view. Indigenous communities tend to have a62

higher burden of infectious disease compared to non-Indigenous communities63

(Flint et al., 2010; Trauer et al., 2011). One of the major challenges faced by64

clinicians and policymakers is that once a control program is implemented65

in a community it gets reinfected within a short period of time. Also, there66

are di↵erent strains in these communities (e.g. Group A Streptococci, Valery67

et al. (2008)). Therefore, researchers are interested in understanding whether68

mobility plays a major role in the reinfection and understand the mobility in69

rural Indigenous communities.70

As per our knowledge, there are no existing data-based methods to understand71

the human mobility patterns in rural areas while incorporating the challenges72

of imperfect empirical data on the mobility pattern. This is a challenge that73

needs to be addressed to understand human mobility in rural regions.74

1.2 Aims and objectives75

Given the challenges associated with collecting mobility data in rural areas,76

it is desirable to make the best use of existing mobility data. This project77

aimed to evaluate a range of statistical techniques for identifying factors78

associated with human mobility79

The specific objectives of this project were to:80

• Objective 1: Review existing mobility models, assess the suitability81

of existing models to characterize rural human mobility with existing82
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data, and outline the gap in modelling rural human mobility their83

applicability to a rural region;84

• Objective 2: Demonstrate that in situations where there is hierarchical85

data, the Generalized linear mixed e↵ects models (GLMMs) are more86

suitable than the existing mobility models for capturing the within and87

in between-group variations of human movement;88

• Objective 3: Assess how di↵erent approaches to addressing missingness89

a↵ect the estimates made by predictive models, and evaluate which90

approaches may be suited to the characteristics of data on rural mobility;91

and92

• Objective 4: Evaluate techniques for combining multiple sources of93

data to make inferences using additional variables from multiple data94

sets to understand rural mobility which cannot be obtained when using95

a single data source96

1.3 Structure of the thesis97

In this thesis, I evaluate the existing modelling approaches, statistical tech-98

niques and their usefulness for addressing limitations of mobility data. Sta-99

tistical analysis of the constraints and approaches of dealing with imperfect100

data, identification of the ideal outcome with perfect data and information101

on the drawbacks of imperfect data will help the policymakers in the future102

fund and resource allocation.103

The thesis structure is as follows:104

In Chapter 2, I review the existing individual and population-level approaches105

of modelling movement. The models are assessed for their suitability to106

characterize rural human mobility with existing data and the current gap in107

the literature for modelling human mobility in rural areas are discussed.108

In Chapter 3, I give an overview of the Indigenous population which is used109

as a case study in this project and apply the existing models – gravity and110
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radiation, to predict future human mobility at the population level in rural111

regions and identify the gaps of relying only on these models.112

In Chapter 4, I evaluate a hierarchical modelling approach to understand113

and identify factors influencing human mobility in rural regions. I propose a114

methodology for making inference on the hierarchical longitudinal data set by115

applying generalised linear mixed models (GLMM). I discuss the applicability116

of the techniques for estimation of parameters and model selection and model117

the long- and medium-term mobility in Indigenous communities.118

The two data sets used in Chapter 4 both contain substantial missing data119

values. Chapter 5 addresses the challenge of imperfect data. I discuss and120

apply statistical techniques to address missingness. I then evaluate them121

by comparing results to those obtained using only the complete data set in122

Chapter 4.123

Chapters 4 and 5 each analysed the two mobility data sets independently.124

In Chapter 6 I investigate the possibility of integrating these two data125

sources to determine whether data can be appropriately combined to make126

inferences using additional variables to understand rural mobility. I review127

methodologies of integrating multiple data sources, apply the identified128

technique to two di↵erent data sources (ABC and NintiOne) and make129

inference on rural mobility on the combined data set.130

Chapter 7 summarises the results reported in preceding chapters and discusses131

how each of the investigated techniques can best be applied to improve132

understanding of human mobility in rural regions, the limitations of the133

project and future research needs.134
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2. Review of human mobility models135

Many models have been developed in the past to characterize human mobility.136

These models fall into two main classes which are population and individual137

level models depending on whether they predict mobility patterns at the138

population or individual level. It is common in population-level models to139

describe human mobility as a network of interacting communities and the140

intensity of commuter flux representing the amount of travel among locations141

(Barrat et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2006; Balcan et al., 2009). Individual-level142

mobility models model movement using individual trajectories.143

Answering my research question requires a model that can characterize144

and predict rural human mobility in rural settings. Many challenges exist145

in accessing data to model human movement patterns. Access to highly146

detailed and recent data such as Global Positioning System (GPS) on human147

movement is often limited due to limited coverage, privacy acts, commercial148

limitations or delays in publications. When policymakers require movement149

data for applications such as infectious disease spread, lack of data could150

be a severe issue in rural and less developed regions (Tizzoni et al., 2014).151

Even when data are available on human mobility in rural settings, some152

observations are usually missing and not all of the information required is153

contained in a single dataset. Varying scales of mobility in time and distance154

among di↵erent communities and geographical regions and the inability155

to make realistic assumptions about human travel behaviour adds to the156

model complexity (Balcan et al., 2009). The unknown factors influencing157

human mobility, which include travel for job, education and family visits are158
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often approximated in the models (Brockmann, Hufnagel, and Geisel, 2006;159

Gonzalez, Hidalgo, and Barabasi, 2008; Havlin and Ben-avraham, 2016).160

In this chapter, I review the key human mobility models widely used in161

literature, consider the applicability of other models originally developed for162

di↵erent purposes, assess the suitability of existing models to characterize163

rural human mobility with existing data and outline the gap in modelling164

rural human mobility.165

2.1 Population-level mobility models166

2.1.1 Gravity model167

The gravity model has been widely used in human demographic modelling for168

over a century. The model is based on Newton’s universal law of gravitation,169

F = GMm

d

2 , where M and m are masses of two particles at d distance, F170

is the force acting on each mass attracting them together and G is the171

universal gravitational constant. The first mention of applying the principles172

of gravitational force to human mobility problems was in Carey (1858). After173

that, Reilly (1929), developed a ‘law of retail gravitation’, modelling the174

competition of retail trade between two cities for the surrounding rural175

population. Considering a point of equilibrium between the cities where176

the forces acting on the cities are balanced, the equation developed was177

m

d

2
1

= n

d

2
2
. Here, d1 is the distance from the city of population m, to the178

point of equilibrium and d2 is the distance from the city of population n179

to the equilibrium point (Stewart, 1948). Stewart (1948) used this model180

to suggest that a force of interaction, F , between two locations, i and j, is181

proportional to the respective population and inversely proportional to the182

square of the distance between them. The idea behind using this equation to183

determine the demographic force is where instead of the masses, M and m,184

people are considered as molecular masses and therefore the number of people185

involved could be substituted (Stewart, 1948). Since the masses are not186

always linearly related to distance, later, this relationship was generalized by187
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including exponents – and — to the population’s m
i

, n
j

and “ to the distance188

between source and destination locations d
ij

(Ortuzar and Willumsen, 2011).189

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the gravity model

The equation for the number of individuals who move between location i and190

j per unit time denoted by T
ij

is:191

T
ij

=
m–

i

n—

j

d“

ij

(2.1)

where –, — and “ are adjustable exponents chosen to fit the empirical data.192

The data required to fit Equation 2.1 are observed data on the number of193

movements between source and destination locations and the distance between194

the locations so that the parameters in the model can be estimated and the195

model used for prediction of population flow where origins, destinations and196

the distances between them are known.197

The key assumption for the gravity model is that the distances people travel198

depend on the availability of jobs which is proportional to the population199

size. To fit a gravity model, the population sizes of source and destination,200

distance between them and observed data on the number of movements201

between source and destination are required.202

For many years, the gravity model was one of the most popular models in203

human mobility for various applications (Marchand, 1972). Some examples204

are the study conducted by Mart́ın and Nombela (2007), to assess the e↵ect205

of high-speed trains on passengers’ mobility in Spain, where the gravity model206

was used to forecast passenger flows. Kim (2008) used the gravity model to207

understand the travel patterns by home and workplace changes and identified208
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that time and distance play a major role when the employees change their209

locations.210

The main limitation of the gravity model is that it considers only the move-211

ment from the source to the destination and ignores movement around the212

source location. It also requires observed population movement data to213

estimate the parameters in Equation 2.1.214

Further, Masucci et al. (2013) showed that the gravity model only performs215

better than the radiation model (introduced in Section 2.1.3) for short and216

moderate distances, where the fluctuation is limited and the commuter flows217

are concentrated. For long distances, which are generally not direct trips, the218

gravity model does not give an accurate prediction (Masucci et al., 2013). In219

the study conducted by Liu et al. (2014), when gravity model is fitted for220

half a million individuals within 370 cities showed a distance decay e↵ect but221

when the individual movement is looked into it had a di↵erent distance decay222

e↵ect. This shows that the gravity model performed poorly when generalising223

across multiple populations.224

The other main limitation is that the gravity model was developed with the225

assumption that people mainly select the location to move based on the job.226

However, motivation for travel could vary for other purposes such as family227

visits, festivals, shopping and to access healthcare. Therefore, whether we228

can apply the gravity model for general population movement is an open229

question. Also the gravity model is incapable of handling multi-scale data230

(di↵erent spatial and temporal scales) and incomplete data as the parameters231

depend on observed data.232

Some of these limitations led to the development of extensions to the gravity233

model and the new mechanistic model based on physical science by Simini234

et al. (2012) which are discussed in the following sections.235
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2.1.2 Extensions of the gravity model236

Gravity model with distance237

This is an extension of the gravity model where the short and long-distance238

movement is fitted separately (Viboud et al., 2006). This model has been239

developed to overcome the limitation of considering all geographical scales240

of travel as the same. It breaks down the geographical scale into short,241

medium and long-distance travel and incorporates a proportionality constant242

◊. This helps to fit the data and estimate human mobility at di↵erent distance243

intervals. Equation 2.2 predicts the number of individuals who move between244

location i and j per unit time (T
ij

) by:245

T
ij

= ◊
m–

i

n—

j

d“

ij

(2.2)

where ◊ is the proportionality constant and –, — and “ are parameters chosen246

to fit the empirical data.247

Even though the limitation of handling multi-geographical distance is ad-248

dressed by this model, a number of challenges remain. These include assessing249

mobility over di↵erent time scales, considering only source and destination250

locations for travel, applicability to rural populations are some challenges251

that needs to be addressed.252

2.1.3 Radiation model253

The radiation model was first introduced by Simini et al. (2012). The authors254

state that this model predicts mobility patterns closely for a wide range255

of circumstances such as long-term migration to communication volume256

among regions. The radiation model was developed on the basis of a simple257

particle di↵usion model, which is when the particles are emitted from a258

source location, they have a certain probability p of being absorbed by the259

surrounding locations. Further, the probability of the particle being absorbed260
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depends on the source population, destination population and the surrounding261

population within the radius of source and destination locations excluding262

source and destination populations (Masucci et al., 2013).263

In the radiation model, T
ij

is the commuter flux between two locations i and264

j with a distance r
ij

between them. The locations i and j have populations265

m
i

and n
j

respectively and a population of s
ij

in the circle of radius r
ij

266

centred at i which excludes source i and destination j populations (Figure267

2.2).268

Figure 2.2: Illustration of the radiation model

The radiation model predicts commuter flux according to the Equation 2.3.269

T
ij

= T
i

m
i

n
j

(m
i

+ s
ij

)(m
i

+ n
j

+ s
ij

) (2.3)

Here, T
i

©
q

j ”=i

T
ij

is the total number of commuters who start their journey270

from location i, which is proportional to the population of the source location.271

Hence T
i

= m
i

(N
c

/N), where N
c

is the total number of commuters and N is272

the total population in the country.273

Like the gravity model, the radiation model is developed with the assumption274

that the primary reason for travel is related to job purposes. It requires data275

on distance between source and destination, the population of the source,276

destination and within the radius of source and destination locations, the277
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total number of commuters in the source location and the total population278

size.279

Properties such as being independent of metrical distance and being280

parameter-free are major advantages of the radiation model developed by281

Simini et al. (2012) (Masucci et al., 2013). The radiation model considers the282

movement around the source location within a radius equal to the distance283

between the source and destination locations. Being parameter-free, travel284

patterns can be predicted even in the absence of movement data (Wesolowski285

et al., 2015). Due to the parameter-free nature where data on movement are286

not required to calculate any parameters in the model, radiation models are287

increasingly used in settings with limited data sources (Wesolowski et al.,288

2015).289

The radiation model was developed to overcome some limitations of the290

gravity model. The limitations which the radiation model can overcome are 1.291

the requirement of previous data on travel behaviour to calculate parameters292

for gravity model 2. gravity law allowing the number of commuters to exceed293

the source population and 3. the inability to account for fluctuations in294

the number of commuters between the two locations as only the source and295

destination movement is considered. In addition, Simini et al. (2012) claim296

that the radiation model is better at predicting mobility across a wider time297

scale such as hourly, daily, yearly movement and also applicable to di↵erent298

scenarios such as day to day travel, trade and call patterns.299

Though a number of advantages are claimed for using a radiation model,300

Masucci et al. (2013), questions the presumption of the universality of this301

model. The authors argue that if the model is universally applicable it should302

fit all spatial scales, time scales, and diverse locations. As per their finding,303

the radiation model is not best in predicting mobility patterns between cities304

or for commuting flows within large cities like London. They further argue305

that the radiation model is normalised to an infinite population system306

and when it is normalised to a finite population system, it deviates at the307

thermodynamic limit derived in Simini et al. (2012). Also, Masucci et al.308
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(2013) claim that the radiation model best fits for very large distances with309

small and moderate destination populations, whereas the gravity model best310

fits for short and moderate distances. Wesolowski et al. (2015), also argues311

that the radiation model did not su�ciently capture mobility patterns using312

mobile phone data in rural and intermediate population density areas and313

hence questions the universal applicability.314

Another limitation pointed out in the study by Tizzoni et al. (2014), is315

that the radiation model requires the total commuter flux out of a given316

region and population distribution values, which could be quite challenging317

to obtain at the required resolution level. Further, similar to the gravity318

model, the radiation model has limited ability to handle multiple scales of319

mobility patterns such as spatial, temporal, multiple models of travel data.320

Also, similar to the gravity model the assumption on the purpose of travel is321

limited to job search, even though the model is applied to other applications322

such as infectious disease spread.323

Many improved versions of this model have been published following this324

model. One key improvement is the radiation with selection model which is325

discussed in the following section.326

2.1.4 Extensions of the radiation model327

Intervening opportunities328

The intervening-opportunities model is also a population-level model which329

assumes that instead of a direct relationship between mobility and distance,330

human movement depends on intervening opportunities. An opportunity331

means a destination that is considered by the traveller as a possible termi-332

nation point for their journey, and an intervening opportunity is a location333

that is closer to the traveller than the final destination but is rejected by334

the traveller (Barbosa-Filho et al., 2017). This means that the number of335

persons travelling a given distance is directly proportional to the number of336

opportunities at that distance and inversely proportional to the number of337
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intervening opportunities (Stou↵er, 1940).338

339

T
ij

= m
i

s
ij

+ n
j

(2.4)

Here, m
i

is the population at the origin, n
j

is the population at the destination,340

s
ij

is the total population in a radius r (r is the distance between origin and341

destination) around population centres m
i

and n
j

.342

The hypothesis in the intervening opportunities model is ‘The probability that343

a trip ends in a given location is equal to the probability that this location344

o↵ers an acceptable opportunity times the probability that an acceptable345

opportunity in another location closer to the origin of the trips has not been346

chosen’ (Schneider, 1959). Following Simini et al. (2012), the commuter flux347

between i and j is,348

T
ij

= exp(≠⁄ ú (s
ij

+ m
i

)–) ≠ exp(≠⁄ ú (s
ij

+ m
i

+ n
j

)–) (2.5)

Where exp(≠–) is the probability that a single opportunity is not su�ciently349

attractive as a destination, and ⁄ and – are fitting parameters.350

The radiation model with selection and the uniform selection are two models351

which have di↵erent assumptions to the intervening opportunities model. The352

radiation with selection models includes only distance in the model where the353

uniform selection ignores both distance and benefit where the assumption is354

that the job seeker selects a job opportunity from the available opportunities355

at random (Simini, Maritan, and Néda, 2013).356

In the radiation with selection model, a parameter ⁄ is included, so that357

the probability to accept any o↵er is reduced by a factor (1 ≠ ⁄) (Simini,358

Maritan, and Néda, 2013). The aim of introducing ⁄ is to represent travel359

from districts between the a↵ected countries to other districts within the360

core countries during an infectious disease spread (eq:rdn sel).361
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362

T
ij

=
3

1 ≠ ⁄mi

m
i

4 Q

a
1 ≠ ⁄

nj

nj

1 ≠ ⁄

sij

sij

R

b (2.6)

Here, m
i

is the population at the origin, n
j

is the population at the destination,363

s
ij

is the total population in a radius r (r is the distance between origin and364

destination) around population centres m
i

and n
j

.365

In the uniform selection model, the assumption is that a job is selected uni-366

formly at random proportional to the population in each district irrespective367

of the benefits or distance.368

T
ij

= m
i

n
j

≠ s
ij

(2.7)

Here, m
i

is the population at the origin, n
j

is the population at the369

destination, s
ij

is the total population in a radius r around population370

centres m
i

and n
j

.371

372

Key limitations of the intervening opportunities model, the uniform selection373

model and the radiation with selection model are that trips are considered374

independent, the primary assumption is job related and they do not consider375

other factors such as cost, time, mode of travel, accessibility or motivation376

for travel.377

Other further developments on the radiation model have also been proposed378

to incorporate spatial scales, choice of transport based on cost and intensity379

of mobility in a day. Kang et al. (2015), have included a scaling exponent380

⁄, normalisation factor k and system constraints to generalise the model to381

capture short distance travels. Prediction of travel using a cost-based general-382

isation of the radiation model, coupled with a cost-minimizing algorithm was383

proposed by Ren et al. (2014). This approach takes the choice of transport384

path by a cost-minimization principle based on the distribution of population385
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and resources. Mcardle et al. (2014), introduced a spatial choice radiation386

model to predict tra�c in a city during di↵erent times of the day.387

However, the limitations of applicability to rural populations, incorporating388

di↵erent time scales and the di�culty of developing models with imperfect389

data still remain a challenge.390

2.2 Individual-level mobility models391

2.2.1 Continuous-time random walk model392

The continuous-time random walk model (CTRW) is an individual based393

mobility model developed to capture human-related travel. CTRW is a394

random walk in which the number of jumps made in a time interval dt is a395

random variable or equivalently, the time elapsed between jumps (wait-time396

”T ) is also a random variable (Barbosa-Filho et al., 2017). In this model,397

random displacements ”x
n

and random waiting time ”t
n

are drawn from398

probability density functions P (”x
n

) and �(”t) respectively (Montroll and399

Weiss, 1965). The position of the walker is given by x
N

= q
n

”x
n

and400

the elapsed time is given by t
N

= q
n

”t
n

, where N is the number of iterations.401

402

The CTRW identifies the position of x
t

at time t with a probability density403

W (x, t). The assumption taken here is that P (”x
n

), �(”t) take algebraic tails404

for displacements with infinite variance ‡2 and waiting times with infinite405

mean “. With these assumptions, a bi-fractional di↵usion equation for the406

dynamics of W (x, t) can be derived (Brockmann, Hufnagel, and Geisel, 2006).407

ˆ–

t

W (x, t) = D
–,—

ˆ—

|x|W (x, t) (2.8)

Here, ˆ–

t

and ˆ—

|x| are non-local fractional derivatives which depend on408

the tail exponents of – and —, where D
–,—

is a generalised di↵usion coe�cient.409

410
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When Equation 2.8 is solved using fractional calculus, probability W
r

(r, t) of411

having transversed a distance r at time t is,412

W
r

(r, t) = t≠ –
— L

–,—

3
r

t–,—

4
(2.9)

where, L
–,—

, is a universal scaling function that illustrates the attributes of413

the process.414

The key limitations of this method are that it ignores the interdependence of415

humans (or nodes) such as grouping and requires individual tracking data.416

2.2.2 Truncated levy walk mobility model417

The truncated levy walk (TLW) mobility models are developed to model418

individual mobility patterns of humans generally over short spatial scales419

such as a walk from home to work. Though human walks are not random420

they have statistical similarity to levy walks with heavy-tail flight (particle421

movement from one location to another in a single direction in a straight422

line without a pause), pause-time distribution and super-di↵usive nature of423

mobility. Levy walks belong to the random walk model category for mobility424

with super-di↵usion. Here, the mean squared displacement (MSD) is the425

average displacement of an object from its origin which is proportional to t“ ,426

where t is time and “ is the parameter which defines the di↵usion (“ > 1 is427

super-di↵usion, “ = 1 is normal di↵usion and “ < 1 is subdi↵usion) (Rhee428

et al., 2011).429

The heavy-tail distributions are best characterized by Weibull, log-normal,430

Pareto and Truncated Pareto distributions. Their MSDs are characterized431

by super-di↵usion (up to 30 min – 1 hr) and then sub di↵usion which shows432

that movement is within a confined area.433

The TLW is a random walk used for mobility in a limited area. It uses434

truncated pareto distribution for flight and pause-time distributions.435
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The TLW distribution is derived as,436

f
X

(x) = 1
2fi

⁄ Œ

≠Œ
eitx≠|ct|– (2.10)

Equation 2.10 is a Levy distribution with a scale factor c and exponent – in437

terms of a Fourier Transformation (Rhee et al., 2011). The four variables438

associated with each step are flight length l, direction ◊, flight time �t
f

and439

pause time �t
p

. The model picks the flight length and pause time directly440

from their probability distribution functions p(l) and Ï(�t
p

) which are Levy441

distributions with coe�cients – and — respectively.442

The key limitations of this model are that it cannot represent the important443

human social contexts in mobility. Rhee et al. (2011). Also, it ignores the444

interdependence of humans (or nodes) such as grouping. In addition, this445

model requires data on human movement at the level of the individual such446

as GPS tracking which is di�cult to collect in rural settings.447

2.2.3 STEP selection functions448

The Step Selection Functions (SSFs) is an individual-based model which is449

generally applied to animals to model the habitat selection process. SSF450

considers a selection of steps based on environmental factors as opposed to451

random steps from the same origin (Thurfjell, Ciuti, and Boyce, 2014).452

SSFs are related to Resource Selection Function (RSF) and Resource Selection453

Probability Functions (RSPFs). RSF is an exponential function given a454

sample of used and available resource units,455

RSF = w(x) = exp(—1x1 + —2x2.... + —
n

x
n

) (2.11)

which corresponds to fu
fa

for any x where f
u

is the frequency of use and f
a

is456

available resources. Here, —1 to —
p

are coe�cients of covariates x1 to x
p

which457

are estimated by conditional logistic regression. RSPF is the probability an458

available resource unit is selected.459
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In SSF, the key feature is that the consecutive animal locations are defined460

as steps. Each step at time t is paired with one or more random steps with461

the same starting point drawn at random from distribution of step lengths462

and turning angles. If µ1, µ2, .....µ
w

are the consecutive steps by the target463

animal and if x(u
i

) = (x
i1, x

i2, .....x
ip

) denotes the values of covariates at464

step µ
i

then SSF is exponential similar to RSF and takes the form,465

w(x) = exp(—x) (2.12)

Steps with a higher score of w(x) are more likely chosen by the tracked animal466

(Thurfjell, Ciuti, and Boyce, 2014).467

The key limitations of this method are it does not consider di↵erences468

among individual species and also the selection of scale of steps and habitat469

measurements a↵ects the results. Human movement for the range of reasons470

travelled may not relate well to the reasons for animal movement and thus471

may not be directly applicable.472

2.3 Comparison of the models against the project473

criteria474

2.3.1 Criteria to evaluate models475

The criteria for evaluating the models is based on whether the models would476

be suitable for modelling rural human mobility using the available ABC and477

NintiOne data sets. The criteria used for evaluation are:478

• Ability to predict human mobility – This criterion evaluates479

whether the model could predict a mobility pattern of an individual,480

community or population in future years. This criterion would help481

policymakers to identify intervention strategies in situations such as an482

infectious disease outbreak and also estimate the time for a disease to483
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spread from one community to another.484

485

• The Requirement of data for prediction of mobility – Require-486

ment of data is crucial in deciding which model is fit for purpose. In487

past literature, individual mobility patterns and aggregated movement488

patterns of a population have been estimated with distinct modelling489

frameworks where each of these models requires di↵erent types of data.490

Some models require empirical data on movement to calculate parame-491

ters which can be di�cult to obtain. However, some models like the492

radiation model are parameter-free and predict movement patterns493

purely on the size and relative location of populations. Identifying the494

data requirements of di↵erent models help to decide which models to495

use given the type of data available to answer my research question.496

• Past evidence on applicability to the rural population? – Out497

of the many factors which influence mobility, the urban or rural status498

of the individual or community impacts the model outcome (Masucci499

et al., 2013). Also, when developing these models, most data sets500

are collected in an urban setting and the di↵erent characteristics of501

rural populations are often ignored (Morphy, 2007; Carson and Zander,502

2012; Zander, Taylor, and Carson, 2012). Through this criterion, I can503

identify whether any past work has included checking the model on504

whether it closely fit empirical data collected from a rural setting.505

506

2.3.2 Comparison of models507

In this section, the models identified in Sections ?? to ?? are compared with508

the criteria identified to model human mobility in rural regions.509
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2.4 The existing gap in literature510

My review of existing methods used to model mobility has shown that511

limitations remain in capturing rural mobility. The reviewed models are not512

likely to be suitable for modelling rural populations, due to a lack of observed513

data on population or individual movement. The existing population-level514

models reviewed in this chapter cannot be generalised to human mobility as515

the primary assumption of these models were focused on job selection and516

they do not capture multiple time scales of mobility. In addition, challenges517

of imperfect data with missingness and the need to combine multiple sources518

of data to characterize populations are also reasons for not being able to519

apply the existing models.520

Masucci et al. (2013), points out that the gravity and radiation models fail521

not only in rural areas but also in urban areas and further research is required522

to understand the mechanism behind urban mobility. The human tendency523

of grouping such as the concept of socio-geographical segregation is not524

reflected in these models (Theil and Finizza, 1971). The study conducted by525

Wesolowski et al. (2015), African regions show that the gravity and radiation526

models overestimate the travel behaviour measured by mobile phone data.527

The authors further mention that communities in Sub-Saharan Africa, due to528

the cost of travel, transport availability and accessibility, might not conform529

to general models and are highly constrained compared to high-income530

urban settings. This project aims to better understand human mobility in531

Indigenous communities of the rural Northern Territory region, Australia,532

where the mode of transport and cultural norms are di↵erent from urban533

Australian regions. Hence, evaluation of the existing models shows that they534

are not suitable in this case and a di↵erent approach is required to understand535

mobility.536

The other gap identified is the lack of methodology available in human537

mobility models to incorporate multi-scale temporal data such as long term538

(years), medium term (months) and short term (daily travel) mobility and539
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di↵erent geographical distances. There is some literature available with540

modifications to the radiation model incorporating di↵erent geographical541

scales, predicting tra�c at di↵erent times of the day and calculating travel542

based on a cost-minimization approach (Ren et al., 2014; Yang, Zhao, and543

Lu, 2016). However, an integrated approach is not considered.544

In rural areas, data are scarce. Individual-level mobility models require545

individual movement data such as GPS data to model mobility that are546

di�cult to obtain. Therefore, applying these models to rural areas poses547

a challenge (Allen, 2004; Thurfjell, Ciuti, and Boyce, 2014; Barbosa-Filho548

et al., 2017). Population-level mobility models such as the gravity model also549

need real movement data to estimate parameters. Even if data are available,550

in most cases there is a lot of missing data which makes estimation and551

prediction using the models even harder. In addition, my literature search552

did not locate any mobility models that used data from multiple sources or553

applied methods to address missing data.554

To demonstrate the limitations of the two most widely used mobility models555

to answer my research question, in chapter 3, I fit the gravity and radiation556

models to my case study. In the following chapters, I introduce innova-557

tive methods to characterize the mobility pattern for low-income and rural558

geographical areas (Chapter 4) while addressing data imperfections such559

as missingness (Chapter 5) and incorporating data from multiple sources560

(Chapter 6).561
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3. Indigenous populations in remote562

Australia563

In Chapter 2, I reviewed the available models in the literature for charac-564

terizing and predicting human mobility and found that the existing models565

are not suitable for rural mobility. In this chapter, I give a brief overview of566

the Indigenous population which I use as a case study throughout the thesis567

and fit the two most widely used mobility models – the gravity and radiation568

models, to demonstrate the limitations of these methods..569

As per the Australian census carried out in 2016, 3.3% of the total population570

of Australia are identified as Indigenous Australians and around one third571

(30.3%) of Indigenous communities were in Northern Territory (NT). Around572

one fifth (19%) of the Indigenous communities were in remote or very remote573

Australia compared to only 1.5% of non-Indigenous Australians in those areas574

(Australian Bureau of Statistics 2016). The Indigenous population in remote575

Australia tend to be more mobile than the non-Indigenous population of576

Australia (Morphy, 2007; Prout, 2008; Carson and Zander, 2012; Zander,577

Taylor, and Carson, 2012). It is important to understand this in mobility578

pattern at di↵erent time scales, short, medium and long term to cater to579

the service demand in health, education and housing (Prout, 2008). Greater580

knowledge about mobility patterns could improve service delivery (knowing581

how many people were accessing health and other services in di↵erent areas)582

and in understanding disease transmission.583

The Australian census data, which are compulsory and collected every five584

years on a single night gives a brief snapshot of the Australian population,585
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which is one of the easily accessible and a data source that closely captures586

the population dynamics in Australia. However, the information captured on587

the location of participants to identify mobility in long term is limited due to588

how the question is interpreted in di↵erent cultural settings. For example, in589

Indigenous communities, the people present in a household on census night590

are not necessarily the people who live in that household due to the higher591

temporary mobility of Indigenous communities (Morphy, 2006; Morphy,592

2007). In addition, due to the cultural di↵erences between Indigenous and593

non-Indigenous communities, the questions such as ‘usual residence’ in the594

census survey may vary in meaning among these communities (Carson and595

Zander, 2012; Zander, Taylor, and Carson, 2016).596

The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) has categorised the Indigenous597

populations with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander origins in the census598

with spatial identification. Indigenous populations aggregated at di↵erent599

levels, capturing various geographical scales defined by ABS are Indigenous600

Location (ILOC), Indigenous Area (IARE) and Indigenous Region (IREG).601

ILOCs are small Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities with602

a minimum population of 90 usual residents. IARE are medium-sized ge-603

ographical units created by aggregating one or more ILOCs. IREGs are604

large areas created by aggregating one or more IAREs. There are 185 ILOCs605

in NT. In addition, Statistical Areas Level 1, 2, 3 and 4 are used where606

Statistical Areas Level 1 (SA1) is the smallest unit of the population with an607

average population of 400 persons and aggregated to form Statistical Areas608

level 2 (SA2). SA2 generally have a range of 3,000 to 25,000 persons and an609

average population of 10,000 persons. The population sizes are smaller in610

rural regions, due to the wide geographical region covered (Australian Bureau611

of Statistics 2016).612

The population map of NT (Figure 3.1), shows the wide spatial spread of613

Indigenous communities in NT. Many communities are located close to Darwin614

and Alice Springs which are urban areas and the next largest populations615

are around Tennant Creek and Nhulunbuy areas.616
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Figure 3.1: ILOC locations of NT, Australia with popu-
lation marked as bubbles in the centroid of the ILOC and

IREG marked with lines

3.1 Objectives617

The objective of this chapter is to provide the necessary background on618

Indigenous communities and their mobility patterns which are used as a case619

study throughout the project. I also demonstrate the two most widely used620

mobility models reviewed in Chapter 2 – gravity and radiation on whether621

they are can predict future movement for a rural region, considering the data622

requirements and assumptions of these models.623
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3.2 Data sources used to characterize Indigenous624

mobility625

Many data sources such as census data, mobile phone records, currency626

tracking, local travel surveys, GPS tracking, online data from geo-tagging627

in social media accounts such as Twitter, Facebook, Foursquare and Flickr628

have been used in the literature to create, parameterize and validate mobility629

models (Brockmann, Hufnagel, and Geisel, 2006; Simini et al., 2012; Thurfjell,630

Ciuti, and Boyce, 2014; Jurdak et al., 2015; Wesolowski et al., 2015). How-631

ever, predicting movement patterns in rural regions is currently challenging632

due to a lack of high-quality data with which to parameterize models. In633

addition, when undertaking research with Indigenous communities cultural634

considerations must be made due to the potentially di↵erent acceptability of635

some of these tracking methods in Indigenous vs non-Indigenous populations.636

For example, Indigenous communities in rural regions have limited access to637

internet and tend to share mobile phones (Rennie et al., 2013) and therefore,638

using social media or mobile phone data to identify travel behaviour may639

not be accurate. Due to the remote and large geographical spread of the640

Indigenous communities, road networks are limited and much travel happens641

through charter flights with little data available (Guérin and Guérin, 2009).642

In this project, three di↵erent data sources have been used. First, the643

Aboriginal Birth Cohort (ABC), a longitudinal data set that has followed644

babies born in Royal Darwin Hospital over the period 1987 to 1990 for 25645

years, with survey waves conducted roughly every 8 years. The mobility646

information in this data set arises due to the location of the participant647

being recorded in each wave, rather than from any explicit mobility questions648

(Sayers et al., 2003).649

The second data set is the NintiOne survey data collected on the mobility of650

the participants from Indigenous locations in the Alice Springs region in NT,651

Australia. This data has information on how the participants have travelled652

during each wave within 2014–2016 with questions specifically related to the653
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participant’s travel behaviour such as reasons for travel and duration of travel654

(Dockery and Colquhoun, 2012).655

The third is the 2016 Census data, generated using the table builder option656

from the Australian Bureau of Statistics which is a snapshot of data from the657

9th of August 2016 (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2016) which records how658

people in Indigenous communities’ travel for work. The location of individuals659

(ILOC level), sex, highest school education, job status, Indigenous status and660

location of work (SA2 level) can be generated from census data.661

3.2.1 Descriptive analysis of the ABC data set – long term662

mobility663

The main focus of the ABC study (Sayers et al., 2003) was to identify and664

measure the health indicators of the babies and measure them at di↵erent life665

stages. Many variables such as height, weight, blood samples, nutritional sta-666

tus, mental health status, location of residence, education and job categories667

were collected. While the ABC study was not designed to study mobility,668

we can make use of the fact that a participant’s location of residence was669

recorded at each wave, providing insight into how they relocated over the first670

three decades of life. For this study, I identified the variables within the ABC671

dataset that have previously been found to have an impact on movement672

decisions that would have a greater impact on the decision to move from one673

location to another (Ranković Plazinić and Jović, 2014; Zhao and Yu, 2020).674

The ABC data were collected in four waves and the location was recorded675

during their birth (Wave 1), childhood (Wave 2), teenage years (Wave 3)676

and early adulthood (Wave 4). This data set has the challenge of missing677

data. Out of the 882 participants, 364 complete cases have data for locations678

for all four waves and are included in the analysis of descriptive statistics.679

Table 3.1 describes the characteristics of the participants in the complete680

data by sex, job type in wave 4 and the highest education in wave 4 to give681

an overview of the underlying population distribution. The proportion of682

male and female is approximately equal in the sample participants. Around683
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Table 3.1: Distribution of participants by sex, highest
education at wave 4 and job at wave 4 – ABC data (complete)

Description Count Proportion

Sex

– male 170 0.47

– female 194 0.53

Highest education at wave 4

– <= year 9 55 0.15

– year 10 104 0.29

– year 11 102 0.28

– year 12 98 0.27

Job at wave 4

– no job 269 0.74

– blue collar 43 0.12

– white collar 36 0.10

– other 16 0.04

one-quarter of the participants have completed year 12 and approximately684

three-quarters of the population did not have a job at wave 4. Table 3.2685

shows the proportion of number of people for number of recorded locations686

among all the waves. Approximately two-fifths of the participants have687

recorded at least two locations across the four waves of the study. The688

proportion of people who have relocated at each life stage is shown in Table689

3.3. Approximately one quarter to one-fifth of the study population had690

relocated after each eight year period.691

To understand how participants relocated from one location to the other, a692

parallel plot for unique trajectories for locations in each wave was developed693

as shown in Figure 3.2. For better visibility of the graph patterns, only694

trajectories with a frequency greater than one are included. In this figure,695

the lines represent relocations across towns (red line represents a trajectory696

without any relocation and green represents a trajectory with a relocation).697
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Table 3.2: Distribution of the population according to the
number of recorded locations over four waves – ABC data

(complete)

Description Count Proportion

One Location 226 0.62

Two Locations 58 0.16

Three Locations 58 0.16

Four Locations 22 0.06

Total 364 1.00

Table 3.3: Relocations by wave – moved at least once (freq
> 1) – ABC data

Description Count Proportion

Childhood (W1–W2) 93 0.26

Teenage (W2–W3) 75 0.21

Young Adulthood (W3–W4) 72 0.20

The size of dots represents the number of relocations/no relocations in that698

unique trajectory. The locations on the y–axis was ordered based on the699

distance from Darwin which is the major city in that region. This plot shows700

that in the trajectories with a higher number of individuals, the frequency of701

relocations in and out of urban areas such as Darwin tend to be less compared702

to the frequency of relocations in and out of remote areas such as Nguiu,703

Oenpelli, Wadeye and Maningrida. These relocations are plotted in a map of704

the NT, Australia as shown in Figure 3.3 to show the spatial spread.705

In Figure 3.4, the proportion of male is increasing with the number of706

locations which indicates that male tend to relocate more than female. When707

a Pearson’s chi-square test is performed, there was an association in the708

number of relocations and sex at a 5% significance level (p-value of 0.002 <709

0.05).710

In Figure 3.5, there was no association in the number of relocations and job711

in wave 4 at a 5% significance level (p-value 0.073 > 0.05).712
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Figure 3.2: Relocations across towns in the ABC data for
unique trajectory frequency > 1

Figure 3.3: Relocations in each wave represented in NT
map, Australia – ABC data

In Figure 3.6, with each year of extra education completed the number of713

locations tended to decrease. When a chi-square test was performed, there714

was an association in the number of relocations and highest education level715

at wave 4 at a 5% significance level (p-value of 0.001 < 0.05).716

Overall, approximately one quarter to one-fifth of the participants have717

relocated during each wave and the variables sex and highest education718

level have a statistically significant association with the number of times a719
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of number of locations by sex –
ABC data (complete)

Figure 3.5: Distribution of the number of locations by job
in wave 4 – ABC data (complete)

participant relocates between di↵erent waves.720

3.2.2 Descriptive analysis of the NintiOne data – medium-721

term mobility722

The NintiOne study (Dockery and Colquhoun, 2012) was conducted with723

the main objective of collecting information to learn about mobility and724

employment in remote Indigenous communities. This survey was funded by725

the Cooperative Research Centre for Remote Economic Participation. In726
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of the number of locations by
highest education in wave 4 – ABC data (complete)

this study, 1075 participants were recruited from 25 communities around727

Alice Springs in NT and Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara (APY) lands728

bordering NT in South Australia. Information was collected from an initial729

survey and three follow up surveys during the period of 2014–2016. Data730

were collected on trips made by the participants and collected information731

such as the reasons for travel, duration of travel, duration of overnight stays732

and the number of people who accompanied the traveller.733

Out of 1075 participants, the 344 participants with complete data for locations734

in all four surveys were analysed to get an overview of the data. Table 3.4735

gives an overview of the proportions of population characteristics, sex, highest736

school education and job status. Males make up two-thirds of the population,737

approximately half the study population have completed only up to year 9 and738

two-thirds do not have a job. Table 3.5 refers to the proportion of recorded739

locations in each survey. Similar to the ABC study, approximately two-fifths740

of the participants have moved between each survey. The proportion of741

people who have relocated between surveys is shown in Table 3.6. Around742

one quarter to one-fifth of the participants has relocated in each survey. This743

also shows a similar pattern to the ABC study, even though the relocation744

is medium-term mobility in months compared to years in the ABC study.745

The parallel plot (Figure 3.7) shows the unique trajectories for locations in746
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Table 3.4: Distribution of participants by sex, highest
education and job status – NintiOne data (complete)

Description Count Proportion

Sex

– male 227 0.66

– female 117 0.33

Highest education

– <= year 9 191 0.54

– year 10 73 0.21

– year 11 50 0.15

– year 12 30 0.09

Job at wave 4

– no job 226 0.66

– blue collar 72 0.21

– white collar 46 0.13

each survey. The red line represents the trajectories with no relocations, the747

green line represents trajectories with relocations and the locations in the748

y-axis was ordered based on distance from the major city in that area which749

is Alice Springs. The trajectories with more than one relocation were filtered.750

This plot shows that there are trajectories without relocation even though751

the origin is a remote area and the frequency of relocations in and out from752

the major town Alice Springs is less compared to the frequency of relocations753

in and out from Darwin in the ABC study.754

Medium-term relocations in the NintiOne data set is analysed against other755

population characteristics such as sex, job status and highest school education.756

In Figure 3.8, the proportion of male to female relocations remains almost the757

same with the number of locations. When a chi-square test is performed, there758

was no association in the number of relocations and sex at a 5% significance759

level (p-value 0.978 > 0.05).760

Figure 3.9 shows that in medium-term mobility there were no associations761
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Table 3.5: Distribution of the population according to the
number of recorded locations over four waves – NintiOne data

(complete)

Description Count Proportion

One Location 220 0.64

Two Locations 60 0.17

Three Locations 53 0.15

Four Locations 11 0.03

Total 344 1.00

Table 3.6: Relocations between surveys for the NintiOne
data

Description Count Proportion

Survey 1 to 2 91 0.26

Survey 2 to 3 50 0.15

Survey 3 to 4 58 0.17

between number of relocations and job category at a 5% significance level762

(p-value 0.780 > 0.05) which is similar to the findings in the ABC data.763

Figure 3.10, represents the medium-term relocations with the highest educa-764

tion level obtained. However, there was no association between medium-term765

relocations and highest education at 5% significant level (p-value 0.63 >766

0.05).767

In summary, medium term relocations also have a similar pattern to long term768

relocations where approximately one quarter to one-fifth of the participants769

have relocated during each survey in the NintiOne study. However, none of770

the population characteristics, sex, highest education level or job status had771

a statistically significant association with the number of times a participant772

relocated during di↵erent surveys.773
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Figure 3.7: Relocations across communities – NintiOne
data (complete)

Figure 3.8: Distribution of number of locations by sex –
NintiOne data (complete)

3.2.3 Descriptive analysis of Census data774

The population characteristics of the Indigenous communities in NT based on775

the ‘usual residence’ is given in Table 3.7. The proportion of men and women776
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Figure 3.9: Distribution of locations by job category –
NintiOne data (complete)

Figure 3.10: Distribution of the number of locations by
highest education level – NintiOne data (complete)

in the Indigenous population in NT is approximately equal which means that777

the ABC study sample is a good representation of the NT population in778

terms of gender as it has a similar proportion. Around one-quarter of the779

population has completed school education (yr 12) which is again similar to780

the ABC study sample. In the NintiOne study only around one-tenth of the781

participants have completed year 12. Around half the Indigenous population782
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Table 3.7: Proportions of number of people by sex, high-
est school education and broad job category of Indigenous

communities in NT – Census 2016

Description Count Proportion

Sex

– male 109,519 0.52

– female 102,428 0.48

Highest school education

– did not attend school 2,402 0.01

– <= year 9 23,177 0.11

– year 10 31,787 0.15

– year 11 20,018 0.09

– year 12 62,944 0.27

– other 71,618 0.34

Job category

– blue-collar 50,158 0.24

– white-collar 45,949 0.22

– other or not applicable 115,838 0.54

in NT is in either a white or blue-collar job. However, only around one783

quarter is in a white/blue-collar job in the ABC study and around one third784

is in a white/blue-collar job in the NintiOne study samples.785

In terms of information on mobility in census data, the challenges are that786

the journey to work data which can be used to fit the gravity model covers787

only travel related to the job. Also, the job locations are at a higher level of788

geographic aggregation (SA2) compared to the residential location which is789

at ILOC level. Therefore, it is di�cult to distinguish the travel for work by790

Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities.791
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3.3 Application of existing mobility models – grav-792

ity and radiation793

From the models reviewed in Chapter 2, data can be extracted from ABS794

census (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2016) on Indigenous locations and795

population sizes to apply gravity and radiation models. These two models796

are widely used in human mobility but I demonstrate the limitations of the797

models in a rural mobility setting.798

Figure 3.11a shows the predicted flow from the gravity model among the 185799

ILOCs. All possible combinations of mobility among the ILOCs were created800

in a matrix and the equation for the gravity model T
ij

= m

–
i n

—
j

d

“
ij

was applied.801

Here, m
i

and n
i

are population sizes at ILOCs and d
ij

is the distance between802

ILOCs. As no observations on actual mobility patterns were available, a803

simple gravity model was applied with the parameters –, —, and “ substituted804

with 1. The commuter flux T
ij

was assumed to be the number of people805

travelling from source location to destination location in a day.806

Figure 3.11b shows the predicted mobility flow among the ILOC locations from807

the radiation model. In the equation T
ij

= T
i

minj

(mi+sij)(mi+nj+sij) , commuter808

flux T
ij

was again assumed to be number of people travelling in a day. Here809

an assumption was taken that overall, 50% of the Indigenous population,810

travel on a daily basis. The assumption of 50% travel may not be realistic811

and due to limited availability of data, this simple assumption was made.812

When the two diagrams are compared it can be noted that the radiation813

model predicts a higher commuter flow among the ILOC locations than the814

gravity model. However, this observation depends on the percentage of the815

population assumed to travel on a daily basis and when this is less, the816

commuter flux decreases and increases when the percentage is high. Another817

pattern is that a higher commuter flux is predicted in major towns such as818

Darwin and Alice Springs. In order to check the fit of these models, the819

patterns should be compared with an actual commuter flow from census or820
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tra�c pattern data. However, due to the lack of data on true Indigenous821

mobility patterns, the quality of fit of gravity and radiation models could not822

be evaluated.823
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3.4 Discussion824

This chapter gives the necessary background on mobility and population825

characteristics of remote Indigenous communities which are used as a case826

study throughout the thesis. The descriptive statistics show that both in long827

and medium-term relocations, approximately one quarter to one-fifth of the828

participants have moved during each wave/survey. In addition, in both cases,829

around two-fifths of the participants have relocated at least once during the830

study. Initial analysis shows that the population variable job status does not831

have an association with relocations, but sex and highest education level has832

an association with long term mobility. The parallel plots show that in the833

medium term, there are fewer relocations in urban areas like Alice Springs.834

The application of gravity and radiation models to the ABS census 2016835

data predicted a higher commuter flux to and from the major cities such as836

Darwin and Alice Springs. The radiation model, predicted a higher commuter837

flux compared to the gravity model. The application of the gravity and the838

radiation model includes assumptions on daily travel and as there are no839

actual data to evaluate this, I could not assess its accuracy. In addition, the840

models cannot account for remoteness and limited access to road networks and841

therefore treat all locations as equally accessible. In the study by Mangal et al.842

(2016), mobility models such as gravity and radiation were applied to predict843

remote movement in Nigeria and the authors concluded that radiation model844

outperformed gravity and simple distance models in accurately predicting845

future movement. There are other studies on urban movement which claim846

the radiation model performs better than the gravity model (Simini et al.,847

2012; Masucci et al., 2013) but the study conducted by Wesolowski et al.848

(2015), questions the applicability of the radiation model for rural regions.849

In my case study, since the underlying assumption in the radiation model850

that people move for job purposes is not true (Indigenous communities move851

for multiple reasons, mainly related to culture (Morphy, 2006; Morphy, 2007;852

Carson and Zander, 2012; Zander, Taylor, and Carson, 2016)), the application853
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of the radiation model will not produce accurate predictions on mobility.854

However, identifying the factors influencing mobility and accurate prediction855

of future movement is important to plan and provide services such as health,856

education and employment for the government and policymakers. Therefore,857

to characterise human mobility in rural areas with existing imperfect data, I858

evaluate multiple statistical techniques in the following chapters. In Chapter859

4, I apply a hierarchical model to the ABC and NintiOne longitudinal data860

sets in order to capture the within and in between-group variations of human861

movement. In Chapters 5 and 6, I address how to best utilise the available862

data sets by applying statistical techniques for imperfect data and obtain863

additional information on Indigenous rural mobility compared to ignoring864

missingness or using only a single data set.865
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4. Generalized linear mixed e↵ects model866

(GLMM) for hierarchical data on rural867

mobility868

There have been many population and individual level models developed in869

the past to predict human mobility as discussed and applied in Chapters 2870

and 3. My evaluation and application of existing models in Chapters 2 and 3871

show that they are not suitable for the rural data which are imperfect and872

from multiple sources. Based on my knowledge, there is no past literature873

that focuses on modelling human movement in rural populations such as874

Indigenous communities in Australia with imperfect longitudinal data.875

In this chapter, I aim to understand what factors impact human mobility in876

rural areas and predict the future movement of individuals using hierarchical877

data. I examine the individuals in Australian Indigenous Communities as878

a case study which tend to be highly mobile compared to non-Indigenous879

communities (Zander, Taylor, and Carson, 2016). One of the key motivations880

for understanding Indigenous mobility is the high burden of infectious disease881

spread in these communities. Understanding movement becomes important882

to identify how infectious disease spread, which communities are at the most883

risk and which communities should be prioritized for interventions such as884

vaccines or drug administration. As introduced in Chapter 3, throughout885

this thesis I used two data sets (Section 3.2) to understand the long-term886

and medium-term movement. One is the longitudinal data set that was887

collected from the Australian Birth Cohort (ABC) Study (Sayers et al., 2003)888
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on Indigenous babies born in the Darwin hospital during 1987–1990 and889

followed in four waves for every 7–8 years was used to understand long term890

movement. Another is the NintiOne longitudinal data set which focused on891

mobility of individuals living in rural Indigenous communities collected in892

the Alice Springs Region.893

Since the existing mobility models are not suitable for the hierarchical data894

set as shown in Chapter 3, in this chapter, I apply a Generalised Linear Model895

(GLM) and a Generalised Linear Mixed E↵ects Model (GLMM) to the case896

studies to understand the drivers behind the long-term and medium-term897

relocation of the Indigenous communities, which model captures movement898

better and whether the individual propensity to move is also a driver of899

mobility.900

GLMs along with the gravity and radiation models have been used in literature901

in modelling human mobility (see, for example, Kim, Park, and Lee (2018)902

and Mollgaard, Lehmann, and Mathiesen (2017)) and GLMMs have been903

used in ecology (Rhodes et al., 2009) to model spatial distributions of animals.904

However, to my knowledge, GLMMs for hierarchical longitudinal data have905

not been used to model rural human mobility even with good quality data.906

4.1 Objectives907

The methodological objective of this chapter is to demonstrate that in908

situations where there are hierarchical data, the GLMMs are more suitable909

than the existing mobility models discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 for capturing910

the within and in between-group variations of human movement. To achieve911

this objective, I develop both a GLMM and GLM for each of the case studies912

to identify the factors a↵ecting the propensity to move and compare the913

predictive ability of the models for each case study.914
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4.2 Technical background on GLM and GLMM915

Statistical models such as GLMs allow us to predict and understand a response916

variable as a function of explanatory variables and do not restrict the error917

distribution to be normally distributed as in linear regression. The two918

types of parameters in GLMMs are the fixed e↵ects and random e↵ects and919

therefore is called the mixed e↵ects model. Fixed e↵ects explain the variation920

such as population characteristics (e.g. sex, education level, occupation) in921

the model and random e↵ects organize the unexplained variation in the data922

such as individual variation or variation from clusters (Pinheiro and Bates,923

2000; Robinson and Hamann, 2011). GLMMs are an extension of GLMs924

which allow extra error components (random e↵ects) in the linear predictors925

(fixed e↵ects) of GLMs (Lee and Nelder, 1996).926

When the response variable is non-normal conditional on the model, with927

variation among observational units, basic statistical methods such as linear928

models cannot be applied to the data as the assumptions of independent929

(or conditionally independent) observations, normally distributed errors and930

constant variance are violated. In this case, GLMMs are more appropriate as931

they account for the individual variation through random e↵ects and handle932

non-normal data by using link functions and exponential family distributions933

(Bolker et al., 2009). GLMMs are applicable in cases when the data are934

collected in a hierarchical manner, for example during longitudinal surveys935

or when the observational units are related in some way and the assumption936

of independent observations is not satisfied (Pinheiro and Bates, 2000).937

A GLMM, with a data set with vector y of length n can generally be written938

in the form of,939

y = “ + e (4.1)
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and a di↵erentiable monotonic link function g(.) given by,940

g(“) = X— + Zb (4.2)

Here, — is a vector of unknown fixed e↵ects with a model matrix X which941

is known of rank p where p is the number of predictors considered. µ is a942

vector of unknown random e↵ects with known model matrix Z.943

The assumptions are that E(b) = 0, cov(b) = D, where D is a positive944

semi-definite matrix and b is assumed to follow a normal distribution. e is945

a vector of unobserved errors with E(e|“) = 0, cov(e|“) = R1/2
“

RR1/2
“

where946

R is unknown and R
“

is a diagonal matrix containing evaluations at p of a947

known variance function for the generalized linear model under consideration948

(Wolfinger and O’Connell, 1993).949

GLMMs are particularly popular in fields such as ecology, forestry and in950

longitudinal clinical studies to identify and organise the variations within951

clusters based on the sample design (Bolker et al., 2009; Stijnen, Hamza, and952

Özdemir, 2010; Robinson and Hamann, 2011). By simply fitting a GLM, we953

can miss the variation in blocks/clusters.954

4.2.1 Model fitting955

Techniques of parameter estimation956

For GLMMs, the parameters of fixed and random e↵ects need to be estimated.957

For fixed e↵ects, the e↵ects of covariates and the di↵erences among treatments958

in a designed experiment and interactions are estimated. For random e↵ect959

parameters, the standard deviations of random e↵ects are estimated (Bolker960

et al., 2009).961

There are many methods used by statisticians to estimate parameters of962

fixed and random e↵ects in GLMMs such as Maximum likelihood (Bolker963

et al., 2009). The method should be a careful balance between accuracy and964

simplicity.965
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Maximum Likelihood (ML) is a common approach used to fit parameters966

in GLMMs. However, the challenge is that to find the ML parameters,967

integration is required over all the possible values of the random e↵ects. This968

is computationally challenging, especially in the case of multiple random969

e↵ects. Therefore, other approaches are used to approximate the likelihood970

(Bolker et al., 2009). For example, if there are data x, with random e↵ect ◊971

(where a block in a designed experiment is the random e↵ect) with variance972

‡2 and fixed e↵ect parameter —, the overall likelihood can be written as973

s
P (◊|‡2)L(x|—, ◊)d◊. Here, P (◊|‡2) represents the probability of drawing a974

particular block value ◊ from the block distribution and L(x|—, ◊) represents975

the probability of observing the data given the treatment e↵ect and the976

parameter block value. To approximate the likelihood, in general, techniques977

such as Penalized quasi likelihood (PQL), Laplace approximation, Gauss-978

Hermite quadrature are used in frequentist frameworks and Markov chain979

Monte Carlo (MCMC) used in the Bayesian approach.980

Laplace approximation is used to approximate integrals where to find the981

maximum of the function, integration and a second-order Taylor series ap-982

proximation is applied to the logarithm of that function. The assumption983

is that the likelihood distribution is approximately normal. This makes984

the likelihood function quadratic on the log scale which allows the use of a985

second-order Taylor expansion (Bolker et al., 2009). Laplace approximation986

is assumed to be a better method than MCMC, for parameter estimation987

when the response variable is non-normal and has less than three random988

e↵ects (Bolker et al., 2009). This is because Laplace approximation is more989

accurate compared to Penalized quasilikelihood (PQL) and also computation-990

ally faster compared to MCMC in large samples with a Gaussian likelihood991

function (Gilks, Richardson, and Spiegelhalter, 1996; Raudenbush, Yang, and992

Yosef, 2000). The study by Raudenbush, Yang, and Yosef (2000) also found993

that for generalised linear models with nested random e↵ects, a high order994

multivariate Laplace approximation gives promising results.995

Other methods such as PQL, MCMC have their limitations for a response996
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variable that is binary with less than three random e↵ects. Even though997

PQL is one of the common GLMM approximation (Bolker et al., 2009), in998

the case of binary responses with large random e↵ect standard deviations,999

1st order or 2nd order PQL does not perform well (Rodŕıguez and Goldman,1000

2001). MCMC is more suitable when there are more than three random1001

e↵ects (Bolker et al., 2009).1002

4.2.2 Making inference on the data and model selection1003

Techniques for model selection1004

When there are nested models available with di↵erent combinations of ex-1005

planatory variables, an appropriate model selection procedure is required to1006

make inference about the data.1007

• Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) Akaike (1973) proposed the1008

use of Kullback-Leibler distance or information for the model selection1009

process and estimate the Kullback-Leibler information using empirical1010

log-likelihood function at its maximum. He defined this information1011

criterion as, AIC = ≠2log(L(◊̂|y)) + 2K where, log(L(◊̂|y)) is the log1012

of the maximum likelihood estimate for the data which is the numerical1013

value of the log-likelihood at its maximum point and K is the number1014

of estimable parameters which is a bias-correction.1015

Burnham and Anderson (2002) states that the relative AIC values of1016

the models, which are the di↵erences in i models �
i

= AIC
i

≠ AIC
min

1017

is more important than the individual AIC values. An individual AIC1018

value cannot be interpreted as the constant is not known (interval1019

scale).1020

• Likelihood Ratio Test1021

Likelihood ratio tests (LRT) are used to choose the best model between1022

two nested models. If the log-likelihood of the two models are known,1023

then the test statistic which is the ratio between the log-likelihood of1024
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the simpler model0 (L0(◊̂)) to the model1 (L1(◊̂)) with more parameters1025

is,1026

LRT = ≠2log
e

(L0(◊̂)
L1(◊̂)

) (4.3)

Under the null hypothesis, the test statistic LRT approximates to a1027

chi-squared random variable with the degrees of freedom equal to the1028

di↵erence between the number of parameters of the two models. This1029

is used to test the null hypothesis that the simpler model performs as1030

well as the more complex model.1031

Z, t, ‰2, and F tests for GLMMs test a null hypothesis of no e↵ect1032

by scaling parameter estimates or combinations of parameters by their1033

estimated standard errors and comparing the resulting test statistic to1034

zero.1035

Assessing the performance of a binary response model1036

It is important to assess the performance of model when it is used for1037

prediction. To assess the performance of a binary response model such as1038

a logistic linear mixed e↵ects model, Area Under the Curve (AUC) is been1039

used (Agresti, 2002; Fawcett, 2006).1040

AUC value is the area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)1041

curve, which is a technique to visualize and measure the performance of1042

binary classifiers. Classification models can produce discrete (1/0) output1043

or continuous output (a probability distribution) where a threshold will be1044

applied for classification (Fawcett, 2006). There can be four possible outcomes1045

which are shown in a contingency table (confusion matrix) in Table 4.1.1046
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Table 4.1: Confusion matrix to assess the performance of a
classification model

True (+)ve True (-)ve Column

Total

Predicted (+)ve True (+)ve

(T
P

)

False (+)ve

(F
P

)

C
P

Predicted (-)ve False (-)ve

(F
N

)

True (-)ve

(T
N

)

C
N

Row Total R
N

R
N

N

The performance criteria described in Equation 4.4 can be derived using1047

Table 4.1 (Agresti, 2002).1048

Accuracy(1 ≠ Error) = (T
P

+ T
N

)
(C

P

+ C
N

) = P (C)

Sensitivity(1 ≠ —) = T
P

C
P

= P (T
P

)

Specificity(1 ≠ –) = T
N

C
N

= P (T
N

)

Positive predictive value = T
P

R
P

Negative predictive value = T
N

R
N

(4.4)

In general, the aim is to minimise the misclassification cost (Cost = F
P

ú1049

C
FP +F

N

úC
FN ), rather than the misclassification rate. Here, F

P

is a number1050

of false positives, C
FP is the cost of false positives, F

N

is a number of false1051

negatives and C
FN is the cost of false negatives. However, due to the cost1052

being unknown in most cases, system performance is often measured with1053

F
P

and F
N

rates (Bradley, 1996).1054

The ROC curve is the plotted values of Sensitivity and 1 ≠ Specificity as1055

the decision threshold of classification vary. The area under the ROC curve1056

(AUC) is used as a measure of classifier performance.1057

AUC can take values 0 to 1 where 0.5 represents that the classifier is predicting1058

at random. The general rule of classification of AUC as per Hosmer and1059
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Table 4.2: General rule for AUC classification (Hosmer and
Lemeshow, 2000)

AUC values Classification

AUC = 0.5 No discrimination (random)

0.5 Æ AUC < 0.7 Poor discrimination

0.7 Æ AUC < 0.8 Acceptable discrimination

0.8 Æ AUC < 0.9 Excellent discrimination

AUC Ø 0.9 Outstanding discrimination

Lemeshow (2000) is given in Table 4.2.1060

The advantages of AUC are that 1) it is not dependent on the decision1061

threshold chosen, 2) it gives an indication on how separated the negative1062

and positive classes are, 3) is invariant to prior class probabilities and 4) it1063

indicates how well the classifier has predicted. AUC method also has some1064

disadvantages despite its popularity. Some of the disadvantages are that1065

AUC uses di↵erent misclassification cost distribution for di↵erent classifiers1066

and if the ROC curves cross, one curve might have a larger AUC even though1067

the other may show superior performance (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000;1068

Hand, 2009).1069

4.3 Application of hierarchical models on com-1070

plete cases of Aboriginal Birth Cohort Study1071

data – long term mobility1072

In the ABC data set, questions of interest were whether the participants1073

relocated during life stages and the factors a↵ecting relocation to charac-1074

terise the e↵ect of demographic variables on the propensity to relocate of1075

the individuals. The explanatory variables identified were their sex, life1076

stage, whether they relocated from remote to urban, occupation in wave 3,1077

occupation in wave 4 and their highest education level attained in wave 4.1078
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Each individual has three measurements of relocation (W1–W2, W2–W3 and1079

W3–W4). The detailed description of the variables is,1080

• Moved – Whether an individual moved from one location to another1081

at any given life stage ( 0 – not moved, 1 – moved ) – response variable1082

• Sex – Indicator variable (0 – male, 1 – female)1083

• Movement wave – Which life stage/wave they are in when the move-1084

ment is recorded (childhood, teenage, young adulthood)1085

• Origin – Whether the initial location is from remote or urban areas (11086

– remote, 2 – urban)1087

• W3 job broad – What is their broad classification of occupation if1088

working in wave 3 as a teenager1089

• W4 job broad – What is their broad classification of occupation if1090

working in wave 4 as a young adult1091

• W4 high educ – What is their highest education level recorded in wave1092

4 as a young adult1093

• Idnum – The individual ID numbers1094

The data set has n = 1092 observations. ‘idnum’ is the random e↵ect variable1095

that has 364 levels; which means that 364 individuals have data on all1096

variables for four waves and three movements.1097

4.3.1 Method1098

In this data set, each individual has three measurements and there is individual1099

variability as well as variability due to their life stage. To account for this1100

hierarchy/clustering, a generalised linear mixed e↵ects model was applied1101

with whether the participant moved or not as the response variable, the1102

individual id as random e↵ects and the rest of the variables as fixed e↵ects.1103
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The assumption taken here is that the participants have not relocated in1104

between waves and the recorded locations are considered an approximate1105

representation of how people have relocated over their lives from birth to1106

young adulthood.1107

In the ABC data set, the response variable was a non-normal binary variable1108

which was whether a person moved or not and the number of random e↵ects1109

was one (‘idnum’). Therefore, Laplace approximation was used for parameter1110

estimation (Bolker et al., 2009). The check for overdispersion is not applicable1111

as the response variable was binary. Therefore, the Likelihood ratio test was1112

used to check whether random e↵ects were statistically significant and AIC1113

was used for model selection of fixed e↵ects.1114

The normality of the random e↵ect parameters at the log scale was assessed1115

using a probability plot. Based on the assessment of normality and using the1116

central limit theorem the random e↵ect parameters were approximated to a1117

normal distribution which satisfies the GLMM assumption. Also, since the1118

response variable was binary, whether a person moved or not regardless of1119

the life stage they are in, a logit link was applied to the GLMM.1120

The quality of fit of the model was analysed by investigating the predictive1121

power of the model. The Intraclass correlation coe�cient (ICC) was also1122

calculated to assess the within-cluster (individual) variance between waves.1123

The data set was divided into test data defined as the movement in their1124

adulthood and train data defined as the movement from their childhood to1125

teenage years. The selected model (Equation 4.5) was used to train the data1126

set. Once the model was trained, the response variable was predicted using1127

the test data and the ROC Curve for true positives vs false positives was1128

fitted to quantify the predictive power of the model.1129

All model building was performed in R (R Core Team, 2020). The package1130

lme4 1.1 -18-1 was used for fitting GLMM (Bates et al., 2015) and ROCR1131

1.0-7 (Sing et al., 2005), pROC 1.13.0 (Robin et al., 2011) were used for1132

calculation of AUC and for plotting ROC curve.1133
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4.3.2 Results1134

There were 882 participants in the data and due to the missing locations for1135

participants only the 364 participants of complete cases who had informa-1136

tion for all the selected variables were selected for the model development.1137

Missingness is addressed in Chapter 5.1138

Nested models for all possible combination of variables were fitted (A.2).1139

After considering all the possible models, the best model selected based on1140

the lowest AIC value is,1141

logit(fi(Moved)
i

) = —0 + —1Sex
ij

+ —2W4 high educ
ij

+

—3Origin
ij

+ µ
j

(4.5)

where fi(Moved)
i

is the probability that a participant moved at a particular1142

time (either W1-W2 (i=1), W2-W3 (i=2), W3-W4 (i=3)), µ
j

represents1143

the random intercept for the jth level of ‘idnum’ with j = 1, ..., 364 and ij1144

represents the jth observation at time point i. The assumption of normality1145

of random e↵ects was assessed (A.1) and the probability plot shows slight1146

evidence of skewness in the residuals but shows su�cient evidence of normality1147

due to the large sample size.1148

In this model, the statistical significant variables were sex (p-value ≥ 0.00),1149

origin (p-value ≥ 0.00) and highest education as year 12 (p-value 0.04) (Table1150

4.3). When the other variables remain constant, the odds of women moving1151

in any life stage compared to men are 0.32, odds of movement with origin1152

remote compared to urban is 3.70, odds of movement of individuals who1153

completed year 12 is 0.34 times compared to those completed less than or1154

equal to year 9. Interactions of the variables – job at wave 3 and job at wave1155

4, highest education at wave 4 and job at wave 4 were also tested and found1156

to be not statistically significant (p-value > 0.05).1157
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Table 4.3: Summary results of the best fitted GLMM for
the ABC data

Significant variable coe↵.

value

(—
i

)

S.E —
i

p-

value

e—i

(Odds

Ra-

tio)

C.I of e—i

Sex

– male (reference)

– female -1.15 0.46 0.00 ú 0.32 0.17, 0.61

Origin

– urban (reference)

– remote 1.3 0.33 0.00 ú 3.70 1.92, 7.13

W4 high educ

– up to yr 9 (reference)

– yr 10 0.79 0.50 0.11 2.20 0.83, 5.81

– yr 11 0.14 0.50 0.78 1.15 0.43, 3.07

– yr 12 -1.09 0.53 0.04 ú 0.34 0.12, 0.96
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The ICC for the selected model (Equation 4.5) was 0.561, which is the1158

correlation of movement of individuals within waves. The moderate1159

correlation value of 0.561 indicates that mixed e↵ects model is providing1160

important information on individuals.1161

1162

A basic GLM with only fixed e↵ects is also fitted and the model with the1163

lowest AIC value was Equation 4.6. Compared to the fixed e↵ects selected in1164

GLMM, the model selected for basic GLM has additional fixed e↵ects which1165

are job at wave 3 and wave 4. In order to assess which model predicts the1166

future movement better, predictive power was compared with GLMM with1167

random e↵ects, GLMM without the random e↵ect component and the basic1168

GLM (Equation 4.6).1169

logit(fi(Moved)
i

) = —0 + —1sex + —2W3 job broad + —3W4 job broad+

—4W4 high edu + —5Origin

(4.6)

The AUC for GLMM (red), GLMM tested without random e↵ects (blue) and1170

GLM (green) is given in Table 4.4 and the ROC curve is shown in Figure 4.11171
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Table 4.4: AUC values for the models – ABC data

Model Prediction

Type

AUC value Prediction

strength

(Hosmer and

Lemeshow, 2000)

GLMM Wave 3–4

movement

0.7614 Acceptable

GLMM with-

out random ef-

fects in test

data

Wave 3–4

Movement

0.6469 Poor

GLM Wave 3–4

Movement

0.6523 Poor
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of ROC curve for GLMM (Red),
GLMM without random e↵ects (blue) and GLM (green) –

prediction of movement in adulthood – ABC data
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The AUC values (Table 4.4) shows that based on the movement up to teenage1172

years if we predict the movement for adulthood, the predictive power from1173

random e↵ects is having a higher predictive power compared to using only1174

fixed e↵ects. This is further strengthened by the ICC value which indicates1175

that given that we know whether an individual moved or not in the previous1176

wave, the correlation that the individual will move in the next wave is 0.5611177

which is a moderate value. These results show that random e↵ects are1178

important and understanding the individual propensity to move is key in1179

making inference about the mobility in rural regions rather than only using1180

the population characteristics which are used as fixed e↵ects. However, if a1181

prediction is required for a new population, we will not have information on1182

the individual propensity to move and only the population characteristics1183

(fixed e↵ects) can be used in the model.1184

4.4 Application of hierarchical models on com-1185

plete cases of the NintiOne data – Medium1186

term mobility1187

Even though the main focus of the NintiOne study was to identify the mobility1188

pattern of the participants, many other variables such as the participant’s1189

education level, job status were also collected. Based on my reading of1190

mobility, previous studies on the factors that influence movement and my1191

knowledge of the population of interest, the variables were selected from the1192

data set for the model development.1193

Questions of interest were similar to the ABC study on whether the partici-1194

pants moved or not to a di↵erent community between the surveys and what1195

factors might a↵ect this movement. The variables identified were,1196

• Moved – Whether an individual moved from one location to another1197

between the surveys (response Variable)1198

• Sex – Male or female1199
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• Age cat – Age category (15–19, 20–24, 24–29, 30–34, 35–39, 40–44,1200

45–49, 50–54 and >55 yrs)1201

• High edu – Highest education attained at the school level1202

• Qualif – No qualification or Post-school qualification1203

• Job broad – Broad classification of occupation recorded at the first1204

survey1205

• Xid – The individual ID numbers1206

4.4.1 Method1207

The same approach to the ABC data set was taken in this study (4.3.1). The1208

response variable was a binary variable which was whether a person moved or1209

not between the surveys and random e↵ects was the Individual ID. AIC was1210

used for model selection of fixed e↵ects. The assumption taken here is that1211

the participants have not moved in between and the recorded locations are1212

considered an approximate representation of how people have moved between1213

communities.1214

The quality of fit of the model was analysed by examining the predictive1215

power of the model. The data set was divided into test data which are the1216

movement from survey 3 – 4 and train data which are the movement from1217

surveys 1 – 2 and 2 – 3. The selected model (Equation 4.7) was used to train1218

the data set. Once the model was trained, the response variable was predicted1219

using the test data and the ROC Curve for true positives vs false positives1220

was fitted to understand how well the model predicts future movement.1221

4.4.2 Results1222

There are 1075 participants in the data and due to the missing locations1223

for participants only the complete cases of 344 is selected for the model1224

development.1225
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Table 4.5: Summary results of the best fitted GLMM for
the NintiOne data

Significant vari-

able

coe↵.

value

(—
i

)

S.E —
i

p-

value

e—i

(Odds

Ra-

tio)

C.I of e—i

Qualification

– No Qualification

– Post school qual-

ification

0.38 0.30 0.21 1.46 0.81, 2.65

All the possible nested models were fitted using the combination of variables1226

(A.3) and the best model selected based on lowest AIC value is,1227

logit(fi(Moved)
i

) = —0 + —1Qualif
ij

+ µ
j

(4.7)

where fi(Moved)
i

is the probability that a participant moved at a particular1228

time (either S1-S2 (i=1), S2-S3 (i=2), S3-S4 (i=3)), µ
j

represents the random1229

intercept for the jth level of ‘idnum’ with j = 1, ..., 344 and ij represents the1230

jth observation at time point i. The normality assumption of random e↵ects1231

was assessed (A.2) and the probability plot shows some evidence of skewness1232

in the residuals but due to the large sample size this can be approximated to1233

a normal distribution.1234

However, in this model, none of the levels of the fixed e↵ect – Qualification1235

were significant at 5% significance level Table 4.5. Also, interactions of the1236

variables – Highest education and Qualification, Qualification and Job broad1237

were tested and found to be not statistically significant (p-value > 0.05).1238
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The ICC for the model Equation 4.7) was 0.535, which is the correlation of1239

movement of individuals within each survey. Similar to the ABC data, the1240

moderate correlation value of 0.535 indicates that mixed e↵ects model is1241

providing important information about individuals.1242

1243

This is compared to a basic GLM with only fixed e↵ects and the model with1244

the lowest AIC value was Equation 4.8. This had an additional fixed e↵ect,1245

which is the participant’s job and qualification was identified as a significant1246

variable. In order to assess which model is a better fit for the data, predictive1247

power was compared between GLMM, GLMM without random e↵ects and a1248

basic GLM (Equation 4.8).1249

logit(fi(Moved)
i

) = —0 + —1Qualif + —2Job broad (4.8)

The AUC for GLMM (red), GLMM tested without random e↵ects (blue) and1250

GLM (green) is given in Table 4.6 and the ROC curve is shown in Figure 4.2.1251
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Table 4.6: AUC values for the models – NintiOne data

Model Prediction

Type

AUC value Prediction

strength

(Hosmer and

Lemeshow, 2000)

GLMM Survey 3–4

movement

0.6647 Poor

GLMM with-

out random ef-

fects in test

data

Survey 3–4

Movement

0.5369 No discrimination

GLM Survey 3–4

Movement

0.5078 No discrimination
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of ROC curve for GLMM (Red),
GLMM without random e↵ects (blue) and GLM (green) –

prediction of movement from survey 3 to 4
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The AUC values closer to 0.5 for a basic GLM and for GLMM without1252

random e↵ects indicate that fixed e↵ects cannot be used to predict future1253

movement of individuals. However, when the random e↵ect is included,1254

the AUC value is higher (even though the strength is still poor) and is1255

not a random classification. The ICC value of 0.535 shows that given we1256

have information on whether an individual moved or not in first survey, the1257

correlation that they move in the next survey is moderate and therefore,1258

individual propensity to move plays a major role in the mobility of rural1259

Indigenous communities.1260

4.5 Discussion1261

Based on the AUC values in the ROC curves I conclude that the random1262

e↵ects play an important role in the model prediction of long term mobility1263

data (Table 4.4). This could be due to the fact that there is a higher1264

individual variance among the participants which is not getting considered1265

in the basic GLM. Also, GLMM consistently performs better in predicting1266

future movement.1267

However, for the NintiOne data set, which is medium term mobility, even1268

though GLMM performs slightly better than the GLM when random e↵ects1269

are considered, the predictive power is low (AUC values are low in all three1270

cases Table 4.6) and none of the selected variables were statistically significant.1271

This could be due to other confounding variables a↵ecting the decision of1272

movement among the participants which are not captured in the survey.1273

However, the random e↵ects plays an important role in this scenario as well1274

and the AUC value for the model which captures the random e↵ect (GLMM)1275

is higher than the model without the random e↵ect (GLM).1276

Based on applying both the case studies, I have evidence that for a hierarchical1277

data set such as a longitudinal study, it is important to take the individual1278

variation into account which is captured by the random e↵ects. In both cases,1279

GLMM which captures the individual propensity to move as well with the1280
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fixed e↵ects variables, performs better at predicting future movement for the1281

same individual compared to a GLM.1282

In this chapter, the hierarchical model was applied to answer the question on1283

whether a participant will move or not using the population characteristics1284

and the individual propensity to move. When this type of model is applied1285

to a di↵erent population, the random e↵ect of individual propensity to move1286

will not be available as they are a di↵erent group of individuals and therefore,1287

prediction can be made only based on fixed e↵ects which are the population1288

characteristics. However, as shown in medium term mobility in the NintiOne1289

data set, if individual propensity to move explains most of the movement1290

decision, then generalising this to a di↵erent population will not be very1291

meaningful.1292

Identifying the population characteristics that are associated with mobility1293

and also identifying the individual propensity to move for predicting future1294

movement is important in applications such as disease control and surveillance.1295

In addition, characterizing medium and long term relocations will help policy1296

makers in planning health services.1297

GLMM identifies that individual propensity to move which can be a con-1298

sequence of social and economic circumstances show considerable variation1299

in their travel behaviour even if their characteristics such as sex, education,1300

origin are similar. This shows that predicting mobility using population char-1301

acteristics and making decisions on interventions to limit infectious disease1302

transmissions may not be be e↵ective as the individual travel behaviour of1303

individuals in Indigenous communities is going to play a key role. Therefore,1304

strategies such as mass drug administration might be more useful rather than1305

targeting specific communities.1306

When both GLMM and GLM were applied to the data, GLM included1307

additional variables such as job status in the model compared to GLMM in1308

predicting future relocations in both ABC and NintiOne studies. However,1309

the predictive accuracy of GLM was poor compared to GLMM. In this1310

instance, the cost of collecting the variable job in addition to the variables1311
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such as sex, education, origin and qualification which were identified in the1312

GLMM model may not be material. However, in instances where the variables1313

are hard to obtain, such as throat swabs, blood test results in identifying1314

disease prevalance, the information on which variables are important to for1315

the predictive accuracy of the model will be a major advantage in terms of1316

cost and resource allocations.1317

The models in this chapter were applied only for complete cases (without1318

addressing the missingness). However, many studies have emphasized the im-1319

portance of addressing missing data rather than ignoring them as information1320

on part of the population is lost and can give biased results (White and Carlin,1321

2010; Carpenter and Kenward, 2013; Welch, Bartlett, and Petersen, 2014).1322

In the next chapter, I find the most suitable methodology for addressing1323

missingness in longitudinal data, how accounting for missing data impacts1324

the models and any changes in predictive power of the models.1325
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5. Determining appropriate methods for1326

addressing missingness in longitudinal1327

data1328

In Chapter 4, I fitted a Generalised Linear Model (GLM) and a Generalised1329

Linear Mixed E↵ects Model (GLMM) to the complete data sets after deleting1330

the cases with missing data to understand the factors a↵ecting Indigenous1331

mobility, most importantly in rural Australia. However, when observations1332

that have missing data are deleted, this results in a possible loss of information1333

that is potentially useful. In the case studies I have used in this thesis (Section1334

3.2), missing data has occurred due to participants dropping out of the study,1335

unable to be tracked and a few deaths during the study. In this chapter, I1336

use statistical methodologies to address missing data, fit the GLMM model1337

as in Chapter 4 on imputed data and evaluate whether the inclusion of the1338

cases with missing data increases my ability to draw meaningful inferences.1339

I also evaluate whether the confidence in my model estimates has changed1340

comparing the complete and imputed data sets and whether there are any1341

changes in my predictions when the missing data are ignored compared to1342

when it is addressed using suitable statistical techniques.1343

Missing data are a huge challenge in situations where it is di�cult to obtain1344

quality, perfect data. This is a common problem, especially in longitudinal1345

studies. Data collection in remote populations is challenging, therefore it1346

is important to make as much use of collected data as possible. Mobility1347

data, collected over extended periods, will be particularly prone to having1348
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missing data points. In Australian Indigenous communities, data may not be1349

present at a particular time point due to the remoteness, lack of common1350

communication methods and high temporary mobility (Morphy, 2006; Prout,1351

2008; Rennie et al., 2013). Therefore, it is challenging to followup with the1352

participants which result in missing data in surveys.1353

Several studies have emphasized the importance of addressing missing data,1354

especially in longitudinal studies such as clinical data (White and Carlin,1355

2010; Carpenter and Kenward, 2013; Welch, Bartlett, and Petersen, 2014).1356

These studies highlight that ignoring missing data can give biased results1357

as it ignores some part of the population. However, it is also important1358

to consider the amount and pattern of missing data as this is crucial in1359

deciding whether it is worth spending on addressing missing data and also1360

which statistical techniques are suitable for the analysis. Past studies show1361

that instead of deleting missing cases, the application of relevant statistical1362

methods would reduce the bias in the results (Barnes, Lindborg, and Seaman1363

Jr, 2006; Carpenter and Kenward, 2013; Newman, 2014).1364

In past mobility studies, there is no literature as per the author’s knowledge1365

regarding addressing missingness in the data before applying mobility models1366

for rural data and I assume that they have used the complete case analysis.1367

This chapter aims to add knowledge to this area by evaluating whether1368

handling missingness is worthwhile by investigating the longitudinal data1369

sets on long- and short-term mobility of individuals living in rural Indigenous1370

communities of Northern Territory, in Australia.1371

5.1 Objectives1372

The objectives of this chapter are to assess how di↵erent approaches to1373

addressing missingness a↵ect the estimates made by predictive models and1374

evaluate which approaches may be suited to the characteristics of data on1375

rural mobility.1376
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5.2 Techniques for addressing missing data1377

Several methods have been proposed to address missing data depending on1378

the type of available data (Bennett, 2001; Welch, Bartlett, and Petersen, 2014;1379

Hayati Rezvan, Lee, and Simpson, 2015). The di↵erent types of missingness1380

observed in data can be categorised as 1) Missing completely at random1381

(MCAR), where the missingness does not depend on the observed or missing1382

data, 2) Missing at random (MAR), where the missing value only depends on1383

the observed values and 3) Missing not at random (MNAR), where the missing1384

value depends on the underlying missing value itself, given the observed data1385

(Bennett, 2001; Little and Rubin, 2002; Carpenter and Kenward, 2013).1386

Methods for addressing missingness depend on the type of data. These1387

methods can be grouped into five categories (Bennett, 2001) as 1) ignore1388

missing data, 2) single imputation methods, 3) other imputation methods,1389

4) likelihood-based methods and 5) indicator methods. The selection of the1390

appropriate method mainly depends on the type of missing data, and also1391

the complexity of applying the method to the data. Identifying the type of1392

missingness is crucial to avoid any biased results.1393

MNAR is one of the most challenging types of missingness and simple1394

imputation techniques will be inadequate (Fielding et al., 2008). An example1395

of MNAR is where participants drop out of the study due to a close relation1396

to the response variable such as an illness being cured or seeking alternative1397

treatment. For MNAR, distribution of missingness is required in addition to1398

the model for complete data and di�cult to obtain (Schafer and Graham,1399

2002).1400

When ignoring missing data, a complete case analysis is used in Chapter 4,1401

where the observations with missing data are completely removed. Another1402

method is available case analysis which uses the largest set available for1403

variables of interest such as treatment e↵ect. For example, complete values1404

of x for treatment A and complete values of y for treatment B. These two1405
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methods are suitable for the MCAR type and if applied to other types, will1406

result in biased results (Bennett, 2001; Little and Rubin, 2002).1407

In the second category, single imputation methods, the last value carried for-1408

ward is a method which is used for longitudinal studies where the assumption1409

that values have not changed from one-time point to the next is appropriate.1410

However, this is applicable for the data type MCAR but not for other types1411

as the results will be biased (Bennett, 2001). Mean imputation, where the1412

mean value of the available values is substituted is also applicable for MCAR1413

type of missing values to avoid underestimation of variance (Bennett, 2001).1414

The other three methods Regression method, Hot deck imputation and Cold1415

deck imputation are used for MAR type missing data. The regression method1416

is using a regression equation on the known variables to predict the missing1417

value, Hot deck imputation is where recorded values are matched to substitute1418

missing values and the Cold deck method is similar to the Hot deck but also1419

using prior knowledge to match the respondents. However, the regression1420

method can be having complex weights and standard errors for complicated1421

data patterns and also underestimate the variability (Rubin, 1996; Bennett,1422

2001). Hot and cold deck methods can require complex algorithms and in1423

addition, prior knowledge is required for cold deck methods (Rubin, 1996;1424

Bennett, 2001; Little and Rubin, 2002; Carpenter and Kenward, 2013).1425

The third category is the other imputation methods such as Multiple imputa-1426

tion (MI) and Markov chain imputation. MI is simply a simulation technique,1427

which replaces each missing observation with a set of m plausible values (m1428

> 1), but typically matches the highest percentage of missing observations1429

in any variable (Schafer and Oslen, 1998; White and Carlin, 2010). This1430

method is further discussed in the next section. Markov chain imputation1431

imputes the missing value based on the previous state and can be applied in1432

situations such as disease transition. Both these techniques are applicable in1433

MCAR and MAR type missing data. In addition, Markov chain method can1434

be used in MNAR type of missingness as well (Rubin, 1996; Bennett, 2001).1435

Next are the likelihood-based methods such as Expectation-Maximisation1436
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(E-M) approach and Raw maximum likelihood approach. Both the methods1437

are applicable for MCAR and MAR type of missingness. E-M approach is an1438

iterative procedure wherein the E step, using the observed data, a distribution1439

of missing values and estimates of parameters are found. In the M step,1440

expected values are substituted and the likelihood function is maximised1441

to obtain new parameters. This procedure is repeated until convergence is1442

achieved. However, if there are large amounts of missing data, achieving1443

convergence can be an issue. Raw maximum likelihood approaches use the1444

observed data and estimate the missing values using the maximum likelihood1445

approach (Rubin, 1996; Schafer and Oslen, 1998; Bennett, 2001).1446

Indicator methods are approaches that include the missing data pattern into1447

the analysis. Indicator methods create a new variable to indicate whether1448

a specific variable has a missing value and pattern mixture models, instead1449

of assuming MCAR, MAR and MNAR assumptions creates an indicator1450

variable with the missing patterns in the data set. Both these methods are1451

user-defined and can be complex to implement (Rubin, 1996; Schafer and1452

Oslen, 1998; Bennett, 2001).1453

Multiple imputation1454

For data with MAR assumption, Multiple Imputation (MI), proposed by1455

Rubin (1977) which was mainly designed to address missing values in large1456

data sets, has proven to be applicable in di↵erent missing data settings and1457

has become a common tool to address missing data (Rubin, 1996; Barnes,1458

Lindborg, and Seaman Jr, 2006; Fichman and Cummings, 2003; Farhan and1459

Fwa, 2014).1460

There are many advantages of using a MI approach. Schafer and Graham1461

(2002) identifies MI allows the use of familiar complete data techniques on1462

the imputed data and there is no need to re-impute again and again. This1463

is an advantage compared to other Monte Carlo methods which require a1464

large number of repetitions in order to gain precise estimates. Sandip, Stern,1465
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and Russell (2001) also identifies that compared to Maximum likelihood1466

estimation, MI is computationally simpler.1467

There are methods in Multiple Imputation such as Fully conditional specifica-1468

tion (FCS) also known as Multiple imputation by chained equations (MICE),1469

hereafter referred to as FCS and Multivariate normal imputation (MVNI)1470

depending on the type of variables. FCS is a method that can be applied1471

for categorical data sets whereas MVNI can be applied for continuous data1472

(Raghunathan et al., 2001; Van Buuren et al., 2006; J.L. Schafer, 1997; Azur1473

et al., 2011).1474

FCS fits separate univariate regression models to each variable with missing1475

values, iteratively cycling through the univariate regression models (Raghu-1476

nathan et al., 2001; Van Buuren et al., 2006; De Silva et al., 2017). The1477

assumption to apply this procedure is that the variables are missing at ran-1478

dom (MAR) (Schafer and Graham, 2002). This is a very flexible approach1479

that can be applied to di↵erent types of variables such as categorical, binary,1480

continuous and also for complex scenarios such as bounds or survey skip1481

patterns (Azur et al., 2011).1482

The Two-fold FCS algorithm is a special case of FCS which considers the1483

temporal trend in the variables in each time point/waves in longitudinal1484

studies (Welch, Bartlett, and Petersen, 2014). In this method when the1485

missing values are imputed at a certain time point, only the information from1486

that time point and immediately adjacent time points are considered.1487

MVNI (J.L. Schafer, 1997) considers the variables with missing data and fits1488

a joint imputation model. Here the assumption is that the variables follow1489

a multivariate normal distribution. Therefore, if the variables are binary or1490

categorical, this method cannot be applied directly.1491

In a simulation study by De Silva et al. (2017), for a longitudinal data set,1492

the result shows that FCS and MVNI perform better with up to 50% missing1493

values in a variable with a non-linear trajectory among time points than the1494

two-fold FCS in terms of bias and precision. The authors further argue that1495
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however, when convergence issues are present due to a large number of time1496

points or missing values, it is better to use two-fold FCS method.1497

5.3 Application of missing data techniques1498

In this chapter, I have used FCS multiple imputation method. I have taken1499

the assumption of MAR where the missingness depends only on the observed1500

values. If the assumption of no systematic di↵erence between participants1501

with complete and incomplete data is valid given that the complete sample1502

size is reasonable, then the application of the complete case analysis may be1503

suitable as applied in Chapter 4. In longitudinal studies the missingness could1504

occur due to participants dropping out of the study, unable to be located or is1505

being no longer alive as the study is maybe conducted in multiple waves across1506

a number of years. Therefore, the assumption of MCAR might not be suitable1507

and could lead to an unrepresentative sample of the original participants (De1508

Silva et al., 2017). Therefore, the justification of the assumption of MAR1509

is more relevant especially in a longitudinal data set and is widely used in1510

missing data analysis.1511

5.3.1 Application on the ABC data1512

Data and preparation1513

The 686 participants who have at least participated in the 1st wave as babies1514

were analysed with the complete cases of 364 participants (used in Chapter1515

4) who have participated in all four waves. When the data frame is organised1516

in a way to check whether the participant has moved among any of the1517

waves, each participant has 3 observations and the number of observations1518

for complete cases is 1092 compared to 2058 observation where Multiple1519

Imputation is applied.1520

Figure 5.1 gives a snapshot of the proportion of missingness for each variable1521

(left) and the count of missing data (Yellow —missing, Blue —complete) for1522
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each combination of the variables (right). For example, the second row from1523

the bottom on the right represents that there are 218 observations where only1524

the variables Id, Sex and Wave number are present and the rest are missing.1525

Figure 5.1: Missingness plot – ABC data , yellow – missing
data, blue —complete data, left – proportion of missigness,
right – missing/complete observations for a combination of

the variables

The highest percentage of missingness is for highest education obtained by1526

the participants (High educ) which are 34%, followed by 33.8% for the job in1527

wave three when they were teenagers (W3 job), 33.1% for the job in wave four1528

when they were young adults (W4 job), 32.1% for whether the participant1529

moved between waves or not (Moved – response variable) and 16.2% for1530

whether the journey is from a remote or urban area (Origin) in each wave.1531
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Method1532

In order to answer the question, ‘how di↵erent approaches to addressing miss-1533

ingness a↵ect the estimates made by predictive models?’, multiple imputation1534

was applied to the ABC data set. To quantify the change in confidence, I1535

compare the standard errors on the estimates for the baseline model with1536

missing data excluded (as in Chapter 4) to a new model with missing data1537

imputed. FCS was selected as the most appropriate MI technique as the1538

variables in the data set are binary or categorical. Since I have only 4-time1539

points 2 fold- FCS was not considered.1540

The number of imputations was selected based on the highest percentage of1541

missingness of any variable (White, Royston, and Wood, 2011). The highest1542

percentage of missingness in the ABC data set was 34% for the highest1543

education in wave 4. Therefore, the number of imputations required was at1544

least 34 (White, Royston, and Wood, 2011) and I generated 40 imputations1545

using the FCS method. During the imputations, a logistic regression model1546

was used for binary variables and an ordered logit model was used for factor1547

variables with more than two categories. MICE package in R (Buuren and1548

Groothuis-Oudshoorn, 2011) was used for the imputation and package VIM1549

(Kowarik and Templ, 2016) was used for graphical representation of the1550

missing data.1551

As the next step, I applied the Generalised linear mixed e↵ects models1552

(GLMM) on the imputed data. In Chapter 4, I found that GLMM produced1553

more accurate predictions of movement compared to generalised linear models1554

(GLM). In Chapter 4, based on the principle of parsimony, I selected the1555

simpler model Equation 5.1 to predict whether a participant moved or not1556

instead of Equation 5.2 as both the models had the same lowest AIC values.1557

For multiple imputation, I used the full model 5.3 for each imputed data set,1558

and the model Equation 5.1 was applied and the estimates were combined1559

using Rubin’s rules (Rubin, 1987). The estimates and the standard errors1560
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were compared to the estimates of the common variables in the model applied1561

to the complete data sets.1562

logit(fi(moved)
i

) = —0 + —1sex
ij

+ —2w4 high educ
ij

+

—3Origin
ij

+ µ
j
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The final step was to assess the di↵erence in predictions when missing data1563

were addressed. Similar to the evaluation of the model in Chapter 4, data1564

were divided into test and train data sets. Movement from wave 1–2 and 2–31565

was used for training and the movement for wave 3–4 was used for testing.1566

ROC curves were generated and the AUC were compared for the results in1567

Chapter 4 with the results from applying imputed data set. The predictions1568

for the imputed data set were combined using the method stated in (Azur1569

et al., 2011), which is simply the mean of the predictions from the imputed1570

data sets.1571

Results1572

Table 5.1 shows the comparison of the coe�cients and the standard errors1573

for the common variables in complete and imputed data sets. The standard1574

errors for the imputed data sets are smaller compared to the standard errors1575

for the complete data sets for all the estimates in the model.1576
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Table 5.1: Comparison of coe�cients for complete and
multiple-imputed data (m = 40) – ABC data

Variables
Complete Data Imputed Data

coe↵.

value

S.E odds

ratio

coe↵.

value

S.E odds

ratio

Sex—Female -1.19 0.40 0.30 -0.55 0.19 0.58

Highest

Educ—Yr10

0.40 0.58 1.49 0.38 0.31 1.46

Highest

Educ—Yr11

-0.26 0.58 0.77 0.28 0.30 1.32

Highest

Educ—Yr12

-1.53 0.62 0.22 -0.96 0.34 0.38

Origin—Urban 0.123 0.42 3.41 0.52 0.20 1.68

Next, the predictions were compared for the complete data set and imputed1577

data set. The GLMM model Equation 5.3 was used for predictions and a1578

Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (ROC) was produced to analyse1579

the goodness of fit. In Figure 5.3, the red line represents the model pre-1580

dictions derived from complete case analysis, and the blue line represents1581

the model predictions derived from the FCS multiple imputation method.1582

The continuous line represents the predictions ignoring the random e↵ects in1583

the model whereas the dotted line represents the predictions considering the1584

random e↵ects when applying the mixed e↵ects model, which includes the1585

individual variation as well. The Area Under the Curve (AUC) values are1586

reported in Table 5.2. In both predictions with and without random e↵ects,1587

the AUC values for Imputed data set are approximately similar to complete1588

data sets, which indicates that the predictive ability of the models (Hosmer1589

and Lemeshow, 2000) have not changed from including missing data.1590
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of confidence intervals for the
estimates of coe�cients from model fitting on complete and

imputed data set – ABC data

5.3.2 Application on the NintiOne data1591

Data and preparation1592

Similar to the ABC data set, missing data were imputed for the NintiOne data1593

set, which contains information on medium-term mobility, and model results1594

are compared to those derived from the complete case analysis undertaken in1595

Chapter 4. The response variable was whether the participant has moved1596

among any of the waves with each participant having 3 observations. The1597

number of complete cases was 1032 compared to 3225 observations where1598

Multiple Imputation was applied.1599

Figure 5.4 gives a snapshot of the proportion of missingness for each variable1600
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of predictions for complete data
(red) and imputed data (blue), dash —GLMM with random
e↵ects and line – GLMM without random e↵ects – ABC data

(left) and the count of missing data (Yellow —missing, Blue —complete) for1601

each combination of the variable (right).1602

Variable whether the participant moved or not between surveys (Moved) has1603

the highest percentage of missingness (41.9%), and the highest qualification1604

obtained (Qualif) as second with 7.5% missingness. Participant’s job and1605

age category have less than 1% of missingness.1606
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Table 5.2: AUC values for complete and imputed data set –
ABC data

Data Prediction Type AUC value Prediction

strength

((Hosmer and

Lemeshow,

2000))

Complete GLMM with Ran-

dom e↵ect

0.766 Acceptable

Complete GLMM without

Random e↵ect

0.656 Poor

Imputed GLMM with Ran-

dom e↵ect

0.763 Acceptable

Imputed GLMM without

Random e↵ect

0.661 Poor

Method1607

Similar to the application for the ABC data, the FCS Multiple Imputation1608

technique was applied to this data set. Since the highest percentage of1609

missingness in the NintiOne data set was 41.9% for the variable participant1610

moved or not, I generated 50 imputations using the FCS method.1611

In Chapter 4, the GLMM model selected for the NintiOne data set was1612

Equation 5.4. For multiple imputation, the full model was used and the1613

model 5.4 was applied on imputed data.1614

logit(fi(moved)
i

) = —0 + —1Qualification
ij

+ µ
j

(5.4)
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Figure 5.4: Missingness plot – ABC data , yellow – missing
data, blue —complete data, left – proportion of missigness,
right – missing/complete observations for the combination of

the variables

logit(fi(moved)
i

) = —0 + —1sex
ij

+ —2Age Category
ij

—3Qualification
ij

+ —4High Education
ij

+—5Job Broad
ij

+ µ
j

(5.5)

Similar to the ABC data set, the prediction accuracy for the movement from1615

survey 3 to 4 was compared for the model trained using the complete data1616

set to the model trained using the imputed data sets.1617
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Table 5.3: Comparison of coe�cients for complete and
multiple-imputed data (m = 50) – NintiOne data

Variables
Complete Data Imputed Data

coe↵.

value

S.E odds

ratio

coe↵.

value

S.E odds

ratio

Qualification

—No qualifi-

cation (refer-

ence)

—Post-

school

qualification

0.38 0.30 1.46 0.08 0.15 1.08

Results1618

Table 5.3 shows the comparison of the coe�cients and the standard errors for1619

common variables in complete and imputed data models. Similar to the ABC1620

data set, the standard errors for the imputed data sets are smaller compared1621

to the standard errors for the complete data sets for all the comparable1622

estimates in the model.1623

Model predictions of movement derived using the complete case analysis and1624

FCS multiple imputation method on the test data sets are compared in Figure1625

5.3 (red line—predictions from complete data set, blue line—predictions from1626

the imputed data set, continuous line —predictions ignoring the random1627

e↵ect, dotted line —predictions considering the random e↵ects). The AUC1628

values for imputed data set in both predictions with and without random1629

e↵ects are approximately equal to the complete data set Table 5.4 .1630
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of confidence intervals for the
estimates of coe�cients from model fitting on complete and

imputed data set – NintiOne data
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of predictions for complete data
(red) and imputed data (blue), dash —GLMM with random
e↵ects and line —GLMM without random e↵ects – NintiOne

data
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Table 5.4: AUC values for complete and imputed data set –
NintiOne data

Data Prediction Type AUC value Prediction

strength

((Hosmer and

Lemeshow,

2000))

Complete GLMM with Ran-

dom e↵ect

0.664 Poor

Complete GLMM without

Random e↵ect

0.508 No Discrimina-

tion

Imputed GLMM with Ran-

dom e↵ect

0.665 Poor

Imputed GLMM without

Random e↵ect

0.517 No Discrimina-

tion
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5.4 Discussion1631

In this chapter, I investigate how addressing missingness with di↵erent1632

methods a↵ect the predictive model estimates, and evaluate which methods1633

were suitable for rural mobility data. When the GLMM model with and1634

without random e↵ects is applied to complete data as in Chapter 4 and1635

imputed data in the ABC study, the predictions for future movement from1636

the test data remains almost the same based on the AUC values. The1637

confidence of the estimates of model parameters has increased with smaller1638

standard errors. A similar pattern is observed in the NintiOne study as well1639

where the prediction accuracy calculated by AUC values remains the same for1640

complete and imputed data and the confidence of estimates of GLMM model1641

parameters increase. An increase in the confidence of estimates shows that it1642

is worth addressing the missing data. Although a larger SE can be expected1643

in the model coe�cients for imputed data, in fact this is not always the case1644

(Madley-Dowd et al., 2019; Peterson and Martin, 2016). It is reassuring that1645

accounting for missing data did not change the values of the predictions as1646

the missingness is always unknown and cannot be assessed.1647

Missing data imputation cannot necessarily generate insights or patterns that1648

aren’t already present in the data. Therefore it isn’t a substitute for e↵ort1649

invested in collecting data but can help maximise the value of those e↵orts.1650

In applying the multiple imputation techniques, I have assumed observations1651

are Missing at Random. However, missingness in both the ABC and NintiOne1652

studies may be associated with mobility itself, which could introduce biases.1653

There are other studies that analyse which statistical approaches are best fit1654

in a longitudinal setting (De Silva et al., 2017). In the study De Silva et al.1655

(2017), the authors conclude that for missingness up to 50%, FCS is a good1656

technique to address missingness in a longitudinal setting. However, in this1657

chapter, I address the issue of missing data in a mobility setting which has1658

not been done before. The methodology used in this chapter can be used by1659

researchers to address missing data in a similar setting.1660
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In this study, I have not combined the random e↵ects in the models applied1661

to the imputed data set and compared the di↵erence in the confidence level1662

of this with the complete data set as it is out of the scope of the chapter. The1663

challenge was how to combine the multiple imputed random e↵ects which1664

can be addressed as a future direction.1665

Missingness in data are a common challenge in infectious disease modelling1666

for Indigenous communities as these are often longitudinal data and locating1667

the participants is di�cult due to remoteness and higher temporary mobility.1668

Researchers often face the dilemma of whether to use only complete cases or1669

to address missingness using statistical techniques. This analysis shows that1670

the predictive accuracy is not a↵ected by addressing missingness but will1671

increase the confidence of the estimates by shrinking the confidence intervals1672

of the predicted model. This study also shows what methodology can be1673

used for longitudinal data.1674

In the next chapter, given that rural mobility data are scarce, I investigate1675

whether data can be appropriately combined to provide additional information1676

on remote Indigenous mobility which would not be possible using a single1677

data set alone.1678
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6. Combining multiple data sources1679

In Chapters 4 and 5, I identified the factors that a↵ect rural mobility with1680

complete data and investigated whether addressing missingness in the data1681

sets using statistical techniques provides more meaningful inference compared1682

to using only complete data where participants who did not have information1683

on mobility at least in one wave were removed. In this chapter, I investigate1684

another challenge faced when analysing rural mobility, which is the scarcity1685

of data.1686

Individuals living in Indigenous communities travel long distances and are1687

highly mobile compared to non-Indigenous communities (Morphy, 2007;1688

Prout, 2008; Carson and Zander, 2012; Zander, Taylor, and Carson, 2012).1689

The movement happens in very early years as soon as they are born and up1690

to young adulthood (Sayers et al., 2003; Sayers, Mackerras, and Singh, 2017)1691

and the question of interest for this chapter is: ‘Does movement in early years1692

have any impact on travel behaviour in later years?’. Studies have shown that1693

movement in the early years increases the likelihood of movement in later1694

years (Bernard and Vidal, 2020), and that early movement has a negative1695

e↵ect on educational and employment attainment in later years (Kahlmeter,1696

2020). Identifying the relationship between early movement and later travel1697

behaviour in Indigenous communities will benefit policymakers to plan and1698

provide future services such as health and employment.1699

In this chapter, I investigate whether combining multiple sources of data leads1700

to more informative and useful inference rather than selecting a single data1701

set to answer my research question. Past studies have shown that in instances1702
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where combining multiple data sources can be useful are: 1. when the data1703

is scarce, 2. when the new data collection is costly and time-consuming, 3.1704

when only partial information or variables of interest for the research question1705

are available from one study and the rest from another study, and 4. when1706

multiple studies have collected information on a same or similar question of1707

interest (Hedges and Olkin, 1985; Egger and Smith, 1997; Ridder and Mo�tt,1708

2007; Crepet, Harari-kermadec, and Tressou, 2009).1709

Di↵erent areas of study have explored combining data sources to get a more1710

meaningful inference. Crepet, Harari-kermadec, and Tressou (2009), argue1711

that scarcity of data sources and data imperfections are some of the key1712

reasons for the need to get as much as possible information from combining1713

data sources. Some examples of combining data are in economics (Ridder and1714

Mo�tt, 2007), food risk assessment (Crepet, Harari-kermadec, and Tressou,1715

2009) and medical statistics using meta-analysis techniques (Hedges and1716

Olkin, 1985; Egger and Smith, 1997).1717

All four challenges regarding the available data sources are present in remote1718

Australian mobility data. Firstly, even though Indigenous Australians in1719

remote Australia move frequently between communities as movement is one1720

of the primary ways of maintaining cultural relationships to Aboriginal lands1721

and family (Memmott, Long, and Thomson, 2006), data regarding mobility1722

is scarce. During the process of identifying potential data sources, I explored1723

options such as ABS census data, mobile phone data, Sygic GPS Navigation &1724

Maps mobile app data, mobility surveys and other surveys which incidentally1725

collected data on mobility among Indigenous communities. However, each1726

data set had its own limitations and challenges in addressing the question of1727

interest.1728

ABS census data collects data on a single night every five years. The questions1729

are focused on the usual residence of the participants and locations of their1730

journey to work. However, these questions do not represent Indigenous remote1731

Australian mobility due to di↵erences in the meaning of ’usual residence’1732

between remote Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities, hence such1733
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data have limited analytic usefulness (Memmott, Long, and Thomson, 2006;1734

Biddle and Prout, 2009; Carson and Zander, 2012). Mobile phone data are1735

also limited in identifying the locations of travel due to the fact that the1736

usage is less in remote Indigenous communities and also mobile phones have1737

a shared usage among many users (Auld, Snyder, and Henderson, 2012). The1738

study by Auld, Snyder, and Henderson (2012) found that more than 80%1739

of the participants share mobile phones and therefore using mobile phones1740

to identify travel will not be accurate. Navigation apps such as Sygic are1741

hardly used in remote areas and therefore the data set lacked information on1742

travel in Northern Territory. Therefore, I relied on a survey conducted to1743

collect information on mobility (NintiOne) and also extracted information1744

from a survey (ABC) (Section 3.2) which incidentally collected information1745

on mobility and were used in Chapters 3,4 and 5.1746

Secondly, data collection is very costly and time-consuming. Remote Indige-1747

nous communities are spread across wide geographical areas with limited1748

access to roads and connected through flights even to obtain essential services1749

such as health, education and social services (Guérin and Guérin, 2009).1750

Thirdly, the variables of interest in this study which are information on the1751

locations individuals have travelled on di↵erent temporal scales (medium-1752

term in months, long-term in years), population characteristics such as age,1753

sex, education, and job status are collected in the ABC study as well as the1754

NintiOne study. In the ABC study, mobility is collected as an incidental1755

variable and I was able to extract the long-term mobility from this longitudi-1756

nal data. On the other hand, the NintiOne was a mobility study and I was1757

able to identify the medium-term mobility of Indigenous participants. In this1758

chapter, I aim to get as much possible information regarding relocation in1759

early years and medium-term travel in later years by utilising the available1760

data sources which are the ABC and NintiOne data sets.1761
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6.1 Objectives1762

In this chapter, I aim to get more insight into the rural movement of the1763

di↵erent available data sets on Indigenous mobility in Australia and identify1764

key statistical techniques for combining two di↵erent sources of data. The1765

question addressed in this chapter is ‘How to combine two data sources1766

and make inferences using additional variables from multiple data sets to1767

understand rural mobility?’ I aim to understand ‘whether the movement in1768

early years has any impact on the maximum distance travelled in the medium1769

term’.1770

In order to answer my research question, I use the ABC and NintiOne data1771

sets which I used in Chapters 4 and 5. Since the two data sources combined1772

have variables that are of interest to my research question I decided that this1773

is a great opportunity to utilize these data sets as much as possible to get1774

information using statistical techniques.1775

6.2 Statistical methods for combining multiple1776

sources of data1777

In this chapter, I researched multiple methods in order to achieve my research1778

objective of making the most out of the existing data sources in identifying1779

the factors a↵ecting mobility. In Chapters 4 and 5, I used the ABC and1780

NintiOne data sources as two distinct data sets to apply the GLM, GLMM1781

models and the multiple imputation techniques. However, in this chapter,1782

I do not have information from a single data set to answer my question.1783

Movement in the early years is available in the ABC data, whereas medium1784

travel in later years is available in the NintiOne data set.1785

The idea of combining distinct data sets was the most challenging part of1786

my thesis with the available data sets. If I solve the research question with1787

one data set, I will not be able to answer the question as the variables of1788

interests are in two di↵erent distinct data sets. With the idea of more data1789
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is better to extract as much information as possible on rural Indigenous1790

mobility, I explored multiple methods to combine data. The first method I1791

explored was model averaging. However, this can be applied only to nested1792

models and there was no way to create a nested model circumstance that1793

addressed the research question. Next, I tried the empirical likelihood method1794

which required information of the same response variable in the data sets or1795

the response variable is derived using the variables from di↵erent data sets1796

(Crepet, Harari-kermadec, and Tressou, 2009). However, this method was1797

also not suitable in the scenario as I had di↵erent variables in distinct data1798

sources. Third, I reviewed statistical matching methods and identified they1799

are suitable for answering my question.1800

Statistical matching methods are used in combining distinct data samples1801

from the same population. Statistical matching provides joint information1802

using a model-based approach. For example, if variables X, Y are observed1803

from sample A and variables X, Z are observed from sample B, then a1804

synthetic data set is created with combined information X, Ŷ , Z, similar1805

to an imputation scenario (Leulescu and Agafitei, 2013). The common1806

methods in statistical matching are 1. Hot deck methods, 2. Regression-1807

based methods, 3. Mixed Methods and 4. Multiple Imputation Methods1808

(Leulescu and Agafitei, 2013).1809

Hot deck methods are convenient and simple methods that assume conditional1810

independence and impute the missing value with the closest possible match1811

calculated based on common variables. However, the main disadvantage of1812

this method is that one record can be used multiple times and some records1813

may not be used which could a↵ect the sample (Leulescu and Agafitei, 2013).1814

Regression-based methods use maximum likelihood methods or least squares1815

estimation methods to estimate the parameters of the model. Two sample1816

two stage least squares approach (TSTSLS) is one such method that uses1817

the least squares estimation technique for two samples. This is a special1818

case of regression-based methods introduced by (Klevmarken, Anders, 1982).1819

This is applied in linear models when all variables are not observed in a1820
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single data set and the model is used to estimate the e↵ect on the dependent1821

variable Y of the explanatory variable X which is an endogenous regressor1822

(variables where the error is a↵ecting the regressors) (Pacini and Windmeijer,1823

2016). TSTSLS is a common and popular method, especially in economics1824

and also in other fields such as epidemiology (Inoue and Solon, 2010; Pierce1825

and Burgess, 2013; Jerrim, Choi, and Simancas, 2014) and is discussed in1826

detail in the next section.1827

Mixed methods such as predictive mean matching (Rubin, 1996) uses both1828

regression methods and hotdeck methods. As the first step, this approach1829

predicts the target variable Y using regression-based parameters and then1830

using the hot deck method, the record that is closest to the predicted value1831

in the other sample is matched. The advantage of this method is that this1832

could predict values closer to the original sample distribution, however, the1833

disadvantage is that only the observed values will be used rather than the1834

imputation of possible values (Leulescu and Agafitei, 2013).1835

Another commonly used method is multiple imputations, which is applied in1836

Chapter 5, where the variables that are not common are treated as missing1837

values. In this approach, each variable can be treated separately but is1838

computationally intensive.1839

In this chapter, I experiment with the regression-based method, two sample1840

two stage least squares approach (TSTSLS) to obtain a meaningful inference1841

from the two di↵erent data sets. For the data sets from two distinct samples1842

but from the same population, when combined, the regression method avoids1843

imputing with samples repeatedly as in hotdeck method or only with observed1844

values as in mixed methods.1845

Two sample two stage least squares approach (TSTSLS)1846

The structure of the model that is of interest, in this case, is a simple linear1847

model (Equation 6.1). Since X and Y are from distinct samples and not1848

jointly observed, we are unable to estimate this model. Therefore, in order1849
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to combine these two samples, a common variable Z which is present in both1850

the samples is used as an instrument (Pacini and Windmeijer, 2016).1851

Y = X— + ‘ (6.1)

In regression analysis, when there are variables influenced by other variables1852

in the model (endogenous variables), an instrumental variable (IV) is used.1853

Instrumental variables, in linear regression, help to identify the true cor-1854

relation between response and explanatory variables. Here, instrumental1855

variables are variables that are correlated with the explanatory variables but1856

not with the error term and are not a direct cause of the response variable.1857

Endogenous variables refer to variables where the error is a↵ecting the ex-1858

planatory variables and therefore indirectly a↵ecting the response variable1859

(Angrist and Pischke, 2009). Angrist and Krueger (1992) introduced the idea1860

of combining two data sources using the two sample instrumental variable1861

(TSIV) when the instrument variables are common in two data sources, but1862

the response variable and the endogenous variables are available in only one1863

of the data sources.1864

The main reason for developing IV methods were to tackle the issue of bias1865

arising from measurement error in experiments. However, it was further1866

developed to resolve missing or unknown control variables and used to match1867

two distinct samples. TSIV by Angrist and Krueger (1992) used sample1868

moments to combine two heterogeneous from a sample population.1869

In a single sample, the Instrumental Variable (IV) approach and the Two1870

stage Least Squares (TSLS) approach is equivalent. However, in a two-1871

sample case, the —̂
T ST SLS

is numerically di↵erent from the results of —̂
T SIV

1872

as TSTSLS uses a Correction matrix (C) (Equations 6.2, 6.3), whereas, TSIV1873

assumes that C converges in probability to an identity matrix (Angrist and1874

Krueger, 1992; Inoue and Solon, 2010). Here, C is the correlation matrix1875

for the di↵erences between the two samples in their empirical covariance1876
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matrices for the instrumental variables Z (Inoue and Solon, 2010).1877

—̂
T ST SLS

= (Z Õ
2X2/n2)≠1C(Z Õ

1Y1/n1) (6.2)

where subscripts 1 and 2 refers to the sample numbers, n represents the sample1878

size, Z represents the instrumental variables, X represents the endogenous1879

regressors, Y the dependent variable and C the correction matrix is given in1880

Equation 6.3.1881

C = (Z Õ
2Z2/n2)(Z Õ

1Z1/n1)≠1 (6.3)

6.3 Application on the data sets1882

In this section, I am fitting a Linear model for the combined data set using1883

the TSTSLS technique to the two distinct samples the ABC and NintiOne of1884

the Indigenous population. The variables identified in Ninti One data set were1885

the maximum distance travelled in any wave at medium term (dependent1886

variable) and sex (instrumental variable) whereas in the ABC data set, the1887

variables sex (instrumental variable) and moved/not in their early years1888

(up to young adulthood) at least in one wave (endogenous regressor) were1889

selected. Sex was a common variable in both the data sets whereas the other1890

two were found only in one data set.1891

6.3.1 Fitting a Linear model for the combined data set1892

The aim was to develop a model to predict the maximum distance travelled1893

by an individual in medium-term in any wave (Y1) using moved/not in their1894

early years at least once (X1) as the explanatory variable (Equation 6.4).1895

However, I have to predict moved/not in their early years at least once using1896

sex as instruments (Z1, Z2) as this is not in the NintiOne data set. In order1897

to do this, I am using two stages using two samples with the least squares1898
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Table 6.1: Coe�cient and standard error values for the
fitted Linear model – combined data set

Coe�cient Values Standard Error

Intercept 13.485 35.05

Moved Yes 71.558 83.06

estimation technique, which explains the name for the method, two sample1899

two stage least squares estimation.1900

Sex was selected as the instrumental variable as it was common in both data1901

sets and also was correlated with regressor X1 – Moved/Not in their early1902

years at least once, not a direct cause of Y1 – maximum distance travelled1903

in medium-term in any wave and uncorrelated with the error term ‘1 in1904

Equation 6.4.1905

Y1 = X1— + ‘1 (6.4)

X1 = Z1µ + ÷1 (6.5)

X2 = Z2µ + ÷2 (6.6)

Here, ‘1, ÷1, ÷2 refers to the error terms. In order to estimate — in Equation1906

6.4, I use TSTSLS approach (Inoue and Solon, 2010) as in Equation 6.2. The1907

estimates from the fitted GLM model for the combined data using TSTSLS1908

is given in Table 6.1.1909

6.3.2 Evaluation of the method1910

In order to evaluate the models, the NintiOne data set was randomly divided1911

into a train (75%) and test (25%) data sets. The model for the combined data1912

set was fitted using the train data set and the coe�cients were used to predict1913
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the maximum distance travelled in the test data set. Then the correlation1914

was checked for the predicted vs the actual maximum distance travelled. The1915

correlation value of the actual vs predicted was 0.21 in this case which is a1916

positive weak correlation and the standard error of the correlation was 0.681917

which is high.1918

6.4 Discussion1919

In this chapter, the aim was to identify whether early relocation has any im-1920

pact on how people move in their later years in Indigenous rural communities.1921

In order to do this, I do not have su�cient information from a single data1922

source and I experiment combining the available data sources and utilise the1923

variables collected in di↵erent studies.1924

I demonstrate that when there are two data sources with variables of interest,1925

how this can be combined to make a meaningful inference by fitting a GLM1926

using the TSTSLS approach. After evaluating the TSTSLS approach on1927

the combined data from the ABC and NintiOne data sets, I find there is a1928

positive but weak correlation between the predicted and actual maximum1929

distance travelled. There might be many other factors contributing to the1930

maximum distance travelled in medium-term and in this case I am dealing1931

with limited information.1932

Combining data sources to identify whether there is any relationship between1933

the movement in the early years and travel in later years is an innovative1934

approach in the mobility paradigm. Even though there is limited available1935

information on movement in early years and travel behaviour in later years,1936

I was able to extract information from the two studies and show that there1937

is a positive relationship between movement in early and later years, even1938

though it is very weak. It is important to note that to demonstrate this1939

methodology, I have fitted a GLM but by fitting a GLMM with the random1940

e↵ects, I could also account for individual propensity to move which was1941

identified as an important aspect in medium-term mobility in Chapter 4.1942
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Due to the complexity and time constraint, I have limited this to GLM but1943

this can be expanded to a GLMM in future.1944

The limitation of TSTSLS method is that it is suitable only in the linear1945

model setting. When the outcome variable is non-linear this method cannot1946

be applied to combine data. The weak correlation value may be due to the1947

choice of instrumental variable and their may be other confounding variables1948

in the study (Martens et al., 2006).1949

Even though many studies have shown that there is a di↵erence in mobility1950

pattern between Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities (Morphy, 2007;1951

Prout, 2008; Carson and Zander, 2012; Zander, Taylor, and Carson, 2012),1952

the common pattern identified in other studies (Bernard and Vidal, 2020) is1953

that there is a positive relationship between early childhood movement and1954

movement in later years. However, instead of using a single data source which1955

is costly, di�cult to collect, especially in remote Indigenous communities1956

as the same individuals need to be followed for a very long time, in this1957

chapter, I show that how I can utilise the existing data sources to identify1958

this behaviour.1959

Identifying how far a person will travel based on their relocation in early1960

childhood will benefit health and education-related policymaking. Indigenous1961

communities are at higher risk of getting a↵ected by communicable diseases1962

(Flint et al., 2010; Trauer et al., 2011; Chidgzey et al., 2015) and identifying1963

how far they will travel in addition to whether they will travel or not is also1964

crucial in deciding how to put control measures in place.1965

There are many questions unanswered related to why Indigenous communities1966

have a higher burden of infectious diseases and what factors contribute to1967

this situation. Many challenges exist in collecting data in these communities1968

such as resources to conduct the study, cost, di�culty in travelling to the1969

communities due to the remoteness and lack of road access, language barriers1970

and cultural sensitivity issues as these communities are over-researched for1971

many other applications. Lot of studies collect incidental variables such as1972

location and other population characteristics. Therefore, if variables collected1973
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from di↵erent studies can be used to answer the various research questions,1974

additional information on the higher prevalence of infectious diseases can1975

be obtained. This chapter shows the methodological approach on how to1976

combine two data sources with variables that are not common in the studies.1977

I aim to continue working on this question on expanding this method to1978

generalised linear models, hierarchical models and more than two data sources1979

to include random e↵ects and other potentially influential variables as a future1980

direction. Future opportunities for extending this research could include1981

exploring the idea of combining data sources to a GLM by fitting a Two-Stage1982

Iteratively-Reweighted Least Squares algorithm (Carr and Chi, 1992) for1983

estimating parameters.1984

In Chapter 4, I identified the best model to be fitted for a hierarchical data1985

set to identify the factors a↵ecting Indigenous mobility and in Chapter 5,1986

I addressed the challenge of missingness and demonstrated that handling1987

missing data increases the confidence of estimates in a model rather than1988

ignoring it. In this chapter, I focus on addressing another challenge which is1989

given that data is scarce, can we get a meaningful inference for the question1990

of interest by combining data from multiple studies. The next chapter gives1991

an overall conclusion and discussion of the thesis.1992
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7. Conclusion and Discussion1993

Human mobility is the travel behaviour of individuals or a population that1994

happens in multiple temporal scales such as day-to-day moment, medium-1995

term movement and long-term relocations. Understanding and quantifying1996

mobility are important for many applications such as urban planning, tra�c1997

control and infectious disease control. Many studies have attempted to1998

capture human movement and predict future movement using mathematical1999

and statistical modelling approaches (Stewart, 1948; Viboud et al., 2006;2000

Simini, Maritan, and Néda, 2013; Tizzoni et al., 2014; Brockmann, Hufnagel,2001

and Geisel, 2006; Rhee et al., 2011). However, capturing rural mobility2002

is challenging due to lack of data, poor quality data with issues such as2003

missingness and lack of existing models to closely fit mobility patterns and2004

identify the factors related to mobility. Even though mobility in remote2005

areas is poorly studies, it is crucial for policymakers to make decisions on2006

providing services and for development. Due to the higher burden of infectious2007

diseases in remote Indigenous communities, characterizing whether they will2008

move or not, how far they will move will and what factors influence the2009

decision to move is useful for policymakers to make decisions on implementing2010

control and surveillance measures. Human mobility and close contact are the2011

key reasons for the COVID-19 pandemic which originated from a single or2012

multiple zoonotic transmission events from a wet market in Wuhan, China2013

and has a↵ected the whole world (Riou and Althaus, 2020; Chan et al., 2020).2014

However, in Australia, the impact on Indigenous communities was low due to2015

the early prioritisation and establishment of strict movement control in the2016

communities (Hui et al., 2020). In order to e↵ectively do this, understanding2017
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and quantifying the mobility patterns within communities are crucial. Even2018

though Indigenous communities in Australia, are considered to be highly2019

mobile Prout (2008), so far very few studies have tried to collect and quantify2020

their travel behaviour.2021

In this thesis, I especially focus on understanding the mobility pattern in2022

rural regions and identify how to identify factors a↵ecting human mobility2023

when there are hierarchical and sparse data. I have used Indigenous mobility2024

in Northern Territory, Australia as a case study to model and understand2025

medium-term (movement in months) and long-term movement (movement2026

in years). I have also used two independent data sets, one for long-term2027

(ABC) and one for medium-term (NintiOne), addressed the imperfections in2028

data such as missing data using statistical techniques and investigate how2029

to combining the variables from two data sets to make additional inference.2030

This chapter reviews the findings of my research project and discusses their2031

implications for the study of mobility more broadly. Strengths and limitations2032

of the research and directions for future work are also described.2033

7.1 Key findings2034

From my review of the existing population and individual models for human2035

mobility, I found that existing models are not well suited to the rural nature2036

of mobility due to a lack of empirical data on population or individual rural2037

movement (Chapter2). The descriptive analysis in Chapter 3 shows that2038

the Indigenous communities are mobile and relocate at long and medium-2039

term (one quarter to one-fifth of the participants have moved during each2040

wave/survey). The application of the gravity and radiation models to the2041

ABS census 2016 data predicted a higher commuter flux to and from the2042

major cities such as Darwin and Alice Springs compared to rural areas.2043

The application of gravity and radiation model includes assumptions on2044

daily travel and there are no empirical data to evaluate the accuracy of2045

the predictions. However, the information on mobility about Indigenous2046
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communities in the literature shows that due to remoteness and limited2047

access to road networks, Indigenous communities use fly-in fly-out or drive-in2048

drive-out (FIFO-DIDO) arrangements to access health, human or social2049

services (Guérin and Guérin, 2009). This contradicts the predictions from2050

the gravity and radiation model of higher commuter flow to and from cities2051

on a daily basis.2052

In Chapter 4, I characterised the decision on whether a participant will2053

move or not in the next few months or relocate in the next few years using2054

their population characteristics and their individual propensity to move. I2055

found mixed e↵ects model (GLMM) performs well (higher AUC value in2056

predicting future movement) compared to the traditional generalised linear2057

model (GLM) as this captures the individual propensity to move through2058

random e↵ects in addition to the population characteristics such as sex,2059

highest school education, post-school qualification and origin. In both ABC2060

and NintiOne study ‘job status’ is identified as an additional fixed e↵ect in2061

GLM compared to the GLMM. The higher value of ICC in both medium and2062

long term also suggests that individual variation overrides the influence of2063

other factors considered in the mobility of rural Indigenous communities.2064

The two data sets used in Chapter 4 both contain substantial missing data2065

values. In Chapter 5, I assessed how di↵erent approaches to addressing miss-2066

ingness a↵ect the estimates made by predictive models, and evaluate which2067

approaches may be suited to the characteristics of data on rural mobility.2068

When the missing data were addressed using the Fully Conditional Speci-2069

fication (FCS) approach, the confidence intervals of the model parameters2070

shrink compared to applying the model to the complete data set only where2071

the missing data were ignored. The predictive accuracy of the model did2072

not vary from the predictive accuracy of the complete data set due to the2073

large sample size even with ignoring the missing data. I confirmed that2074

accounting for missing data using this approach did not a↵ect the predictive2075

accuracy, but only the confidence in these predictions as missingness is always2076

unknown and cannot be assessed. Chapters 4 and 5 each analysed the two2077
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mobility data sets independently. In Chapter 6, I investigate the possibility2078

of integrating these two data sources to find what additional inference I can2079

make about rural mobility which cannot be achieved by using a single data2080

source. I experimented with the idea of combining the two data sources2081

and make inferences using additional variables from the two data sets to2082

understand rural mobility. I identified that Two Sample Two Stage Least2083

Square Estimation (TSTSLS) can be used to model with variables from two2084

di↵erent data sources. Even though a positive weak correlation between the2085

predicted and actual maximum distance travelled was identified additional2086

information on movement in early years with the maximum distance travelled2087

in later years was obtained which is not possible to obtain using a single data2088

source.2089

7.2 Limitations2090

The novel aspect of this study is that it creates new knowledge on how2091

to characterise human mobility using longitudinal data sets capturing the2092

within and in between-group variations of human movement. This study also2093

addresses the common challenges faced by researchers when it comes to an2094

area where the data is sparse, di�cult to collect and demonstrate how to2095

utilize the data in hand even if the data have missingness and the variables2096

of interest are from di↵erent data sources.2097

The main limitation of the study is the lack of inherent data to characterise2098

human mobility in rural areas which was also the motivation for this study2099

to identify and demonstrate the statistical techniques on how to utilise2100

the available data in hand. Some studies in the literature have modelled2101

mobility at an individual level using GPS data (Pappalardo et al., 2013;2102

Giannotti et al., 2011). This gives a good picture of the mobility network.2103

However, in rural regions, this level of detailed data are not available. In2104

these communities, the available data are imperfect, di�cult to obtain and is2105

in multiple forms. Lack of detailed data on rural mobility such as GPS or2106
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charter flight data a↵ected the types of analysis and models I could feasibly2107

explore. The Australian national census data also lacks the required detail.2108

It has data on the journey to work, but other reasons for travel such as2109

education, family connections and general travel is not available. Lack of2110

empirical data also limited the ability to validate the results of my inference2111

from gravity and radiation models.2112

The GLMM model developed in Chapter 4 answers individual movement on2113

whether an individual will move or not in future given that we know his travel2114

behaviour in the past. When this is applied to a new population, the analysis2115

shows that future prediction is not accurate as the individual propensity to2116

move plays a major role in the decision to travel. In Chapter 6, I have used2117

GLM to apply the TSTSLS technique. However, for a hierarchical model2118

structure, as showed in Chapter 4, a mixed-e↵ects model (GLMM) approach2119

would perform better than a GLM as this captures the individual variation2120

through random e↵ects. As it is more complex to add random e↵ects into this2121

technique, GLM is used to demonstrate the methodology. The application of2122

GLMM is out of the scope of this thesis and is included in future directions.2123

7.3 Future work2124

This project has studied long-term and medium-term mobility, however, the2125

short-term/daily mobility is not examined. Unavailability of data are the2126

major reason but however, this will be investigated as the next phase as2127

detailed data collection is in progress by the researchers in our group among2128

these communities. Even though I could not extensively model the short-term2129

mobility, based on the NintiOne study the following conclusions could be2130

made at a descriptive analysis level. Almost 20% of the participants travel2131

at least once a week to access services such as shopping, banking or to access2132

health from their rural community to an urban town, everyone tracked in2133

the survey for all four waves have made at least one overnight trip and the2134

leading reason for the overnight trip was cultural events followed by shopping2135
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and family visits. However, this survey does not capture the duration of the2136

overnight trip and is limited to only 2 overnight trips per survey.2137

The methodology of combining data sources showed that data collected2138

incidentally as part of other studies would enable future analyses of mobility.2139

As part of the next step, I aim to explore such detailed studies and identify2140

whether I can use any of the incidental variables on mobility and population2141

characteristics of Indigenous communities to obtain additional inference on2142

rural mobility.2143

From a statistical methodological point of view, the application of TSTSLS2144

method can be further extended to a hierarchical model in future which2145

captures random e↵ects. This would give the opportunity to consider the2146

individual variation as well in addition to the population level characteristics.2147

7.4 Conclusion2148

Overall, understanding the factors a↵ecting human mobility in rural regions2149

and predicting individual movement for future years is vital for many appli-2150

cations. This project characterised remote Indigenous mobility by identifying2151

the factors a↵ecting human mobility including the individual propensity to2152

move, identified methods to overcome the complexities of imperfect data and2153

contributed towards filling the gap of how to predict the mobility patterns in2154

rural regions with longitudinal data.2155

The identified methodology and techniques can be used in the rural region2156

other than in Australia and can be applied to real-world applications such as2157

infectious disease control and in other similar problems.2158
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A. Appendices2159

A.1 Assessing normality of random e↵ects in2160

GLMM2161

Figure A.1: QQ plot of the log scale of random e↵ects for
selected GLMM model – ABC data
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Figure A.2: QQ plot of the log scale of random e↵ects for
selected GLMM model – NintiOne data

A.2 Nested Models for GLMM – ABC data2162
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A.3 Nested Models for GLMM – NintiOne data2163
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A.4 Indigenous Australian household structure: a2164

simple data collection tool and implications2165

for close contact transmission of communica-2166

ble diseases2167

The following section displays the article ”Indigenous Australian household2168

structure: a simple data collection tool and implications for close contact2169

transmission of communicable diseases”, published in PeerJ in October 20172170

(Vino et al., 2017).2171
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ABSTRACT
Households are an important location for the transmission of communicable diseases.
Social contact between household members is typically more frequent, of greater
intensity, and is more likely to involve people of different age groups than contact
occurring in the general community. Understanding household structure in different
populations is therefore fundamental to explaining patterns of disease transmission in
these populations. Indigenous populations in Australia tend to live in larger households
than non-Indigenous populations, but limited data are available on the structure of
these households, and how they differ between remote and urban communities. We
have developed a novel approach to the collection of household structure data, suitable
for use in a variety of contexts, which provides a detailed view of age, gender, and
room occupancy patterns in remote and urban Australian Indigenous households.
Here we report analysis of data collected using this tool, which quantifies the extent
of crowding in Indigenous households, particularly in remote areas. We use these data
to generate matrices of age-specific contact rates, as used by mathematical models of
infectious disease transmission. To demonstrate the impact of household structure, we
use a mathematical model to simulate an influenza-like illness in different populations.
Our simulations suggest that outbreaks in remote populations are likely to spreadmore
rapidly and to a greater extent than outbreaks in non-Indigenous populations.

Subjects Anthropology, Epidemiology, Infectious Diseases, Public Health
Keywords Indigenous, Housing, Communicable diseases, Influenza, Demographics, Social
contact, Aboriginal
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INTRODUCTION
Households are an important location for the transmission of communicable diseases
due to the frequency, duration and strength of the interactions that occur there. Patterns
of household structure in a population can influence how a disease will spread, and
potentially inform how it may best be controlled. Data on household structure are
therefore a valuable input into mathematical models of disease transmission used for
decision making on control measures. Due to the different household structures in remote
and isolated communities, it is especially important to take them into consideration in
disease surveillance and control (Laskowski et al., 2011). Household characteristics, such
as the number and ages of people resident, and the number of people per room, tend to
vary across subpopulations, depending upon fertility levels, socioeconomic factors and
cultural norms (Geard et al., 2015). Communicable diseases are a major issue in remote
Indigenous populations, where respiratory infections such as influenza and skin infections
such as scabies and impetigo—readily transmitted in a household context—are highly
prevalent (Flint et al., 2010; Trauer et al., 2011; Andrews et al., 2009; Tasani et al., 2016).

Detailed household-level information is oftennot publicly available inmost demographic
data collection surveys including the national census. This is particularly the case in
resource-limited settings where literacy levels may be low and household structures
may differ markedly from the nuclear household structure typically assumed by survey
designs (Morphy, 2006). For example, Indigenous households in Australia tend to be
larger than non-Indigenous households, contain more extended family members, and
may change in composition more rapidly (Morphy, 2006; Morphy, 2007). Furthermore,
national censuses are resource intensive and conducted relatively infrequently. There is
therefore a need for more lightweight methods that allow for rapid, repeated measurement
in specific populations where literacy levels may be low. These methods would contribute
in understanding the differences of household structures among Indigenous communities
with more accurate data, better models for prediction of outbreaks and support decisions
regarding control measures.

Here we describe a novel visually-based method for collecting data on the structure of
Indigenous households and provide a descriptive analysis of data collected as part of the
Aboriginal Birth Cohort (ABC) study. We compare the age-specific patterns of contact
within these households to those occurring in a non-Indigenous population. Finally, we
explore potential implications of observed differences in household composition for the
transmission of a respiratory infection such as influenza.

METHODS
Study design and sample
Study design and sample information for the ABC study has been described in Sayers et al.
(2003). In brief, the ABC is a prospective study of 686 babies born to mothers recorded
as Indigenous in the Delivery Suite Register (a representative sample of the 1,238 eligible
babies), recruited at Royal Darwin Hospital (RDH) between January 1987 andMarch 1990.
RDH is the main hospital in the Darwin Health Region, an area covering 120,000 km2 of
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the Northern Territory and at the time, 90% of pregnant Indigenous mothers from this
region came to the RDH to deliver their babies (Sayers & Powers, 1993). Follow-up studies
of this cohort have occurred at the mean participant age of 11 years (1998–2002) (Sayers
et al., 2003), 18 years (2005–2007) (Sayers et al., 2009) and 24 years (2013–2015) (Sayers,
Mackerras & Singh, 2017) at the participant’s community of residence. Written consent
was provided by participants in the ABC study. Themost recent follow-up was approved by
the Human Research Ethics Committee of Northern Territory Department of Health and
Menzies School of Health Research, including the Aboriginal Ethical Sub-committee which
has the power of veto (ABC Reference no. 2013–2022). Ethical approval was contingent on
written support provided from each community’s local governing bodies.

Our analyses use data obtained in themost recent follow-up when participants were aged
22–27 years. There were 459 participants seen during 2013–2015 and of these household
structure data were collected for 416 participants using either an abbreviated single question
questionnaire (156 respondents) or, for willing participants, a magnetic boardmethod (260
respondents). The questionnaire asked the question ‘‘Who slept in the house last night?’’
to obtain the household size. This question was agreed during community consultation to
be best understood and most accurately answered, unlike questions regarding household
size in general.

Household number board
In designing a simple visual tool to collect household structure datawe extensively consulted
with both urban and remote communities, and obtained advice on study methods.
Recommendations included the need for simple explanations and data collection methods
in plain English and supplementedwith pictures where appropriate. The household number
board was developed and piloted in direct consultation with Indigenous community
members and researchers.

The household number board consists of a magnetic board depicting the house and
varying sized and coloured magnets depicting occupants. De-identification occurred at
point of contact, with only the participant’s unique study identification number transcribed
onto the top right corner of the board. The board was separated into four rooms with the
provision of an extra room or verandah. The rooms were intentionally non-identified.
In Indigenous communities, it is common for rooms other than bedrooms to be used as
sleeping quarters. No houses had more than five rooms and we only counted occupied
rooms. Different sized and colored magnets represented the following: a brown smiley face
for the participant, larger blue (men) and pink (women) for adults, medium orange (boy)
and purple (girl) for school aged children (5–16 years), and green (boy) and yellow (girl)
for preschool (<5 years) (see Fig. 1).

The participant magnet was placed in a room on the board. Participants were then asked
a series of questions including whether there was any one else sleeping in the room: another
adult, man or woman? Were there any children: school aged or preschool, boys or girls?
And howmany of each? The appropriate magnet was then placed in the room. The number
of occupied rooms was noted. This process was then repeated for each of occupied rooms.
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Figure 1 Example of completed house board.Magnet colours identify individuals as follows: brown,
participant; blue, adult man; pink, adult woman; orange, school aged boy; purple, school aged girl; green,
pre-school aged boy; yellow, pre-school aged girl.

Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.3958/fig-1

On completion, a high quality photo of the board was uploaded onto a secure computer
for later analysis.

Data preparation
Data on the number of individuals by room, age category and gender were summarised
from each photo and manually entered into a spreadsheet. The sum of occupants per room
was checked against household size to ensure consistency. Each household was designated
as urban or remote based on Australian Bureau of Statistics Census classification.

Additional variables were constructed to summarise the total number of occupied
rooms in each household, and the mean number of individuals per occupied room in each
household. Town names and allocation to established shire councils (the common name
for a government administrative region) were checked for accuracy and consistency.

Analysis of household data
Summary measures were calculated for household size, and for household and room
occupancy by age category and gender. Analyses were stratified by shire council, and by
urban/remote status.

Household contact matrices
Levels of household contact within and between age categories were summarised by
deriving matrices of age-specific contact rates, as are commonly used to parameterise
models of infectious disease transmission, as follows.
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Table 1 Household contact matrix.Number of pre-school aged children (b), school-aged children (c)
and adults (a).

Pre-school aged School aged Adult

Adult ab ac a(a�1)/2
School aged cb c(c�1)/2
Pre-school aged b(b�1)/2

The number of pre-school aged children (b), school-aged children (c) and adults (a)
was extracted for each household. We assumed that each person in a household has the
opportunity to come into contact with each other member of the household in any given
day. The daily number of contacts between individuals within the same age category is
therefore given by x(x�1)/2, where x is the number of individuals in that age category.
The daily number of contacts between individuals in different age categories is given by
xy where x and y are the respective number of people in the two age categories. 95%
confidence intervals were estimated using a nonparametric bootstrap method with 1,000
bootstrap samples.

The contact matrix for an individual household, which is symmetric, is therefore given
by Table 1.

Given that we also know which room the members of a household slept in, we further
explored the effect of weighting the contacts between members of a household who share a
room, to estimate a weighted number of contacts between individuals in each age category.
From the perspective of disease transmission, this was intended to capture the additional
risk of transmission of certain pathogens attributable to sleeping in close proximity. This
would avoid underestimation of the intense and prolonged contacts (Smieszek, 2009). In
the analyses that follow, the room factor reflects this weighting. A room factor of 1 indicates
that no additional weighting was attributed to sharing a room, a room factor of 2 indicates
that sharing a room counted twice when determining the level of contact, and so on. For
example, consider a hypothetical two-room household containing two individuals (X &
Y ) sleeping in one room and one individual (Z ) sleeping in the other. In the absence of
weigthing (i.e., f = 1) each of the three individuals would make two effective contacts per
day. If we increase the weighting factor associated with sharing a room (e.g., f = 2), then X
& Y would each make three effective contacts per day, while Z would still make only two
effective contacts per day.

Contact matrices were also stratified by shire council, and by urban/remote status. For
comparison, equivalent contact matrices were derived from data collected in an urban
Australian population (Melbourne; reported in Rolls et al. (2015)). For the purpose of
designating comparable age categories, pre-school aged children were defined as those less
than five years and school aged children were defined as those five to less than 16 years.

Outbreak simulations
An age structured SEIR (Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Recovered) model was used to
simulate the outbreak of a flu-like illness in remote and urban Indigenous populations,
and an urban non-Indigenous population (Li et al., 1999). In this model, the population
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Figure 2. Basic SEIR model: The four states are Susceptible(S), Exposed(E), Infected(I),
Recovered(R) and the parameters are l -rate of change from S to E, s -rate of change from E to I, g-rate
of change from I to R.

Outbreak simulations168

An age structured SEIR (Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Recovered) model was used to simulate the169

outbreak of a flu-like illness in remote and urban Indigenous populations, and an urban non-Indigenous170

population (Li, Michael et al., 1999). In this model, the population is divided into four categories as per171

the infection transmission process as susceptible (S), who can acquire infection; exposed (E), who have172

been exposed to infection and are in a latent incubation stage; infectious (I), who are infectious; and173

recovered (R), who are immune to the infection from natural immunity (Fig 2).174

Further, the model is divided into compartments based on the three age categories as adult, school175

aged and pre-school aged for the populations. The model equations for the simulation are shown in176

Equation 1 - 4. S, E, I, R are vectors with values from the three age categories. l is the rate of change177

from susceptible to exposed, s is the rate of change from exposed to infectious and g is the rate of change178

from infected to recovered.179

dS
dt

= �lS (1)

dE
dt

= lS�sE (2)

dI
dt

= sE � gI (3)

dR
dt

= gI (4)

In order to calculate the transmission rate of the population, Equation 5 was used.180

l = q1ChI +q2CcI (5)

181

182

Contact matrices for household structure (Ch) were calculated based on the data and the contact183

matrices for community structure (Cc) were calculated based on the age proportions of the population184

derived from Australian Bureau of Statistics 2011 Census data assuming proportional mixing. When185

constructing community contact matrices, we assumed that an individual came into contact with 10186

people per day in community settings, based on observations from (Mossong et al., 2008). Except for187

the contact matrices, the same parameters were used for each simulation. We assumed a latent period of188

1.5 days, an infectious period of 1.5 days, and that probability of transmission within households (q1)189

was twice that of transmission within community (q2). We calibrated these probabilities to produce a190

final affected population in an urban non-Indigenous population of approximately 25% without prior191

immunisation or vaccination (Ghani et al., 2010; Tuite et al., 2010). The basic reproduction number R0,192

was computed by calculating the dominant eigenvalue of the next generation matrix for each population193

(Diekmann et al., 1990). Both Indigenous and non-Indigenous populations were assumed to be initially194

susceptible, without any protection from vaccination or prior immunity. Rather than calibrating to a195

specific outbreak, parameter values were chosen to illustrate the impact of different household structures196

on disease transmission. This age structured mathematical model was used to simulate the outbreak of an197

influenza-like illness to assess potential implications of the different patterns of household contact for198

infectious disease transmission.199
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and the parameters are �-rate of change from S to E , � -rate of change from E to I , � -rate of change from
I to R.

Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.3958/fig-2

is divided into four categories as per the infection transmission process as susceptible (S),
who can acquire infection; exposed (E), who have been exposed to infection and are in
a latent incubation stage; infectious (I ), who are infectious; and recovered (R), who are
immune to the infection from natural immunity (Fig. 2).

Further, the model is divided into compartments based on the three age categories as
adult, school aged and pre-school aged for the populations. The model equations for the
simulation are shown in Eqs. (1)–(4). S̄, Ē , Ī , R̄ are vectors with values from the three age
categories. � is the rate of change from susceptible to exposed, � is the rate of change from
exposed to infectious and � is the rate of change from infected to recovered.

dS̄
dt

= ��̄S̄ (1)

dĒ
dt

= �̄S̄�� Ē (2)

dĪ
dt

= � Ē�� Ī (3)

dR̄
dt

= � Ī . (4)

In order to calculate the transmission rate of the population, Eq. (5) was used.

�̄ = q1C̄hĪ +q2C̄c Ī . (5)

Contact matrices for household structure (C̄h) were calculated based on the data and
the contact matrices for community structure (C̄c) were calculated based on the age
proportions of the population derived from Australian Bureau of Statistics 2011 Census
data assuming proportional mixing. When constructing community contact matrices,
we assumed that an individual came into contact with 10 people per day in community
settings, based on observations from (Mossong et al., 2008). Except for the contact matrices,
the same parameters were used for each simulation. We assumed a latent period of
1.5 days, an infectious period of 1.5 days, and that probability of transmission within
households (q1) was twice that of transmission within community (q2). We calibrated
these probabilities to produce a final affected population in an urban non-Indigenous
population of approximately 25% without prior immunisation or vaccination (Ghani
et al., 2010; Tuite et al., 2010). The basic reproduction number R0, was computed by
calculating the dominant eigenvalue of the next generation matrix for each population
(Diekmann, Heesterbeek & Metz, 1990). Both Indigenous and non-Indigenous populations
were assumed to be initially susceptible, without any protection from vaccination or prior
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immunity. Rather than calibrating to a specific outbreak, parameter values were chosen
to illustrate the impact of different household structures on disease transmission. This age
structured mathematical model was used to simulate the outbreak of an influenza-like
illness to assess potential implications of the different patterns of household contact for
infectious disease transmission.

RESULTS
Descriptive analysis
Households with data collected using the questionnaire method (n= 156) had a median
household size of six (range one to 14) in an Indigenous remote area and a median
household size of four (range one to 17) in an urban area. These results were similar to
those obtained from the household magnetic board method (n= 260), with a median
size of seven (1–23) for remote and four (1–11) for urban households. Household size
data collected from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (2011) Census Survey also shows
that more than one-third of the population has a household size of seven or more in
the remote towns where ABC studies were conducted (Fig. S1). Therefore, data from the
magnetic board are considered as reasonably representative of the broader Indigenous
remote population and we now focus on this subset of participants. The mean age of
represented participants was 25.2 years (range 23 to 27), and males and females were
equally represented.

The majority of households were located in the East Arnhem shire council (41.5%, 108
households) and Victoria Daly shire council (26.5%, 69 households). Other concentrations
of householdswere located in theTiwi Islands (29 households),Darwin (25 households) and
Katherine (18 households) shire councils. The remaining 11 households were distributed
across other parts of the Northern Territory. In total, 214 households were classified as
remote, and 46 households were classified as urban. Households in East Arnhem, Victoria
Daly, Tiwi Islands and Katherine shire councils were predominately remote, while those in
Darwin and other parts of the Northern Territory were predominately urban.

Overall, households ranged in size from one person to 23 people, with a median size of
six people. Remote households were typically larger, with a median size of seven people
(range 1 to 23 people) compared to a median size of four people for urban households
(range one to 11 people) (Fig. 3). When stratified by shire councils, Victoria Daly had the
highest median size of eight (range one to 23 people) followed by East Arnhem with a
median size of 7.5 (range one to 17 people). Darwin shire council had the lowest median
size of three (range one to 11 people).

The median proportion of household members who were adult in remote areas (67%,
IQR 55–83%) was less than urban areas (78%, IQR 50–100%). In contrast, the median
proportion of school-aged children in a household in remote areas was higher (20%,
IQR 0–38%) than urban areas (0%, IQR 0–29%). However, the median proportions of
pre-school aged children were almost equal in both remote and urban which are 0% (IQR
0–14%) and 0%(IQR 0–18%) respectively. The median proportion of male were equal
(50%) in both remote and urban areas.
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Figure 3 Household size distributions.Number of people per household for remote (A) and urban (B)
households. Each bar is coloured according to the mean proportion of household members who are adults
(blue), school aged children (green) and pre-school aged children (red).

Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.3958/fig-3

The mean number of people per room was 2.8 (range one to six) in remote areas and
was 2.4 (range one to six) in urban areas. When this is stratified by shire councils, the mean
number of people per roomwas 3.1 in Victoria Daly which was the highest followed by East
Arnhem with 2.7 and both having a range from one to six occupants. Katherine and Tiwi
Islands shire councils had 2.6 and 2.3 respectively. Darwin shire council had the lowest
mean number of people per room which was 2.2 with a range of one to four occupants.
Figure 4 illustrates how occupancy rates vary with the number of occupied rooms. The
highest room occupancy rates (5–6 people per room) tended to occur in remote households
with fewer occupied rooms (one or two rooms).

Household contact matrices
Figure 5 shows household contact matrices for remote and urban Indigenous households.
The colour gradient and numerical values indicate the mean level of contact for that age
category pair per household. Household contact matrices stratified by shire councils are
included as Fig. S2. Contact matrices shown in Fig. 5 were calculated using a room factor
of 1; that is, no additional weighting for individuals sharing the same room. The effect
of weighting by rooms on contact matrices is shown in Fig. S3. Increasing the weighting
attributed to sharing a room increases the proportion of contacts involving school aged
and pre-school aged children, relative to that occurring among adults.

For comparison, we also generated a household contact matrix derived from data
collected in two local government areas (LGAs) of Melbourne, Boroondara and Hume.
Data were collected using a computer assisted telephone interview method. The household
size was determined by the number of members living in the house. Figure 6 shows the
household contact matrix created by aggregating the households in this data set. The
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Figure 4 Room occupancy rates.Dots (jittered) show the mean number of people per room, stratified by
number of occupied rooms, for remote (A) and urban (B) households. The Violin plots in grey show the
probability density of the data.

Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.3958/fig-4

Figure 5 Household contact matrices—Indigenous remote and Indigenous urban.Mean number of
contacts between each age category in households in remote (A) and urban (B) communities. 95% confi-
dence intervals estimated with a nonparametric bootstrap method are indicated in brackets.

Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.3958/fig-5

average level of household contact (as reflected by these data sets) is an order of magnitude
greater in Northern Territory houses than in Melbourne houses. These differences vary by
age: while the average number of contacts among adult household members increases by
a factor of approximately four, the increase among school aged children is 15–20-fold and
that of pre-school aged children by 25-fold.
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Figure 6 Household contact matrices—Indigenous and non-Indigenous.Mean number of contacts be-
tween each age category in households in the Northern Territory (A; with remote and urban communi-
ties combined) and in Melbourne (B). 95% confidence intervals estimated with a nonparametric bootstrap
method are indicated in brackets.

Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.3958/fig-6

Figure 7 Simulated outbreaks of an influenza-like illness. Proportion of population infected over time
in populations with demographic and contact characteristics calibrated to remote and urban indigenous
populations and a non-Indigenous urban population.

Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.3958/fig-7

Outbreak simulations
Figure 7 shows the simulation outcome for the population in the infected state using a
simple deterministic SEIR model.

With population and contact characteristics calibrated to an urban non-Indigenous
population, the peak of the outbreak occurs around day 200 with a peak prevalence of
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less than 1%. In comparison, in an Indigenous remote community the peak occurs more
quickly around the 30th day with a peak prevalence of 14%. In an Indigenous urban
community, time taken for the peak infectious period is also early (around 50 days)
compared to non-Indigenous population, and with a peak prevalence of 6%. The total
population affected by this influenza like illness for Indigenous remote, Indigenous urban
and non-Indigenous urban populations are 90%, 75% and 25% respectively. The basic
reproduction number (R0) for Indigenous remote, Indigenous urban and non-Indigenous
urban populations were 5.5, 2.6 and 1.5 respectively. This clearly demonstrates that the
level of contact in households and communities for an influenza like illness affects the peak
outbreak time and overall affected size in the three different populations.

DISCUSSION
Lack of data on the household structure of Indigenous communities impacts the prediction
and modelling of infectious diseases in these areas. In order to rapidly and accurately
collect household structure data in a culturally appropriate way among the Indigenous
communities, a simple magnetic board method was developed. Households in Indigenous
communities are observed to be crowded with large household sizes and higher room
occupancy rates. Remote Indigenous communities have much higher household sizes
compared to urban Indigenous communities. In this study, we show that differences in
household structure and household crowding have a clear implication for the transmission
dynamics of infectious diseases and contribute to the heavy burden of infectious diseases
in Indigenous communities.

The impact of crowded homes and higher contact patterns on infectious disease
transmission can be seen in the outcome of the simulated outbreak for an infectious disease
like influenza. When the other parameters are set to be equal among the populations, the
difference in contact patterns shows that among Indigenous communities, outbreaks occur
sooner, have a greater peak prevalence and larger final attack rate.

The methodology described is able to capture detailed data on household occupancy
in a simple and robust fashion. The data collected represents a ‘‘middle way’’ between
the extensive but comparatively coarse-grained data collected by the national census and
limited but extremely detailed data collected by small-scale demographic studies (Morphy,
2006;Morphy, 2007).

The analysis of these data are subject to some limitations. Data collected may represent a
somewhat biased sample due to the nature of recruitment. All households sampled will, as
a consequence of the ABC study design, contain at least one member who is approximately
25 years old.

The simplicity of the data collectionmethod imposed some limitations on the granularity
of the collected data. In particular, the allocation of household members to only three age
categories limits the resolution of the age-structured contact matrices that can be derived.
It is worth noting, however, that the age categories chosen are typically taken to be
epidemiologically significant, due to the different opportunities for mixing that these
groups tend to have.
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A range of methods have been used to collect contact data, including contact diaries,
wearable proximity sensors and web based surveys (Stehle et al., 2011; Fournet & Barrat,
2014; Smieszek et al., 2016; Smieszek et al., 2014). Unlike some of these other methods, the
magnetic board method does not collect detailed information on contact patterns such as
whether an actual contact has been made among the household members, whether it is
physical or non-physical, the intensity of the contact and contact happening outside the
household. However, it does quantify the nature and extent of household composition in
these communities. Applying these other methods in remote communities poses significant
logistic challenges, and we have therefore chosen to focus on household contacts in the
first instance. Contacts made in the household represent only a subset of contacts relevant
to disease transmission; however, the duration and intensity of contacts occurring in
households means that these are likely to play a particularly important role (Smieszek,
2009). As the next step, we are currently exploring approaches to collecting information
on overall contact patterns in remote communities.

The question used to determine the household size in the non-Indigenous populations
through a telephone survey was ‘‘How many people usually live in your household?’’ as
opposed to ‘‘Who slept in your household last night?’’ in the magnetic board method.
However, occupancy of Indigenous households is known to be fluid, with considerable
movement of individuals among households both within and between communities (Prout,
2008). The current data set provides a single snapshot of household occupancy, but no
way of determining how this state of occupancy may change over time. The data collection
methods used, however, are well-suited to such a longitudinal study.

It is important to note that our model only focuses on the difference in contact patterns,
and does not include all factors relevant to disease transmission. These factors may include
the strength of contact between individuals, duration and distance of contact, difference in
immunity levels and infectiousness among different age groups, pathogen levels, and the
effect of vaccination (House & Keeling, 2009; Smieszek, 2009; Rea et al., 2007). The model
also assumes that the effective contact per day depends on the number of other household
members, but as the size of the household increases, the intensity of contact may differ
among individuals. Certain practices among the remote Indigenous communities such
as co-sleeping with infants (Panaretto et al., 2002), hygiene levels (McDonald et al., 2008)
and ventilation (Prabhu et al., 2013) would also affect the probability of transmission of an
infectious disease. These factors are difficult to quantify, but through introducing room level
weights, the risk of prolonged and intense contact is captured to some extent. Although not
included in our simple simulation model, given that children have been found to be more
infectious than others, (Ghani et al., 2010; Viboud et al., 2004) age-specific infectiousness
could be incorporated in a relatively straightforward fashion into disease models alongside
the age-specific contact rates reported here.

By quantifying the extent to which Indigenous households are large and over-crowded,
there is a better understanding of the extent to which model parameters estimated from
non-Indigenous populations will underestimate the size and speed of outbreaks (and
disease burden) when modelling Indigenous populations. This gives insight into making
decisions on intervention options such as the possibility of developing vaccines during the
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shorter period or allocating resources and creating awareness of communicable diseases
and ways of transmission in such settings.

In the future, when conducting similar studies, a more fine-grained age structure
will be useful in further understanding the contact patterns among different age groups.
Currently we classified household members as only adult, school aged child and pre-school
aged child. Categorizing household members into 5-year age groups would provide a
more detailed picture of contact patterns and disease transmission. Also, combining
the simple methodology described above with the use of mobile digital technology such
as a smartphone or iPad application may enable richer data to be collected without
compromising the intuitive nature of the method, and also remove the need for subsequent
manual entry of data. Such advances would facilitate longitudinal but frequent sampling
of households to provide a more dynamic picture of population flux within households.
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